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Disclaimer

This report has been prepared by KPMG LLP (“KPMG”) for the Eastern Ontario Warden’s Caucus (“Client”) pursuant to the terms of our 
Agreement with the Client dated September 30, 2020.  KPMG neither warrants nor represents that the information contained in this report is 
accurate, complete, sufficient or appropriate for use by any person or entity other than Client or for any purpose other than set out in the 
Engagement Agreement. This report may not be relied upon by any person or entity other than Client, and KPMG hereby expressly disclaims 
any and all responsibility or liability to any person or entity other than Client in connection with their use of this report.

This report is based on information and documentation that was made available to KPMG at the date of this report. KPMG has not audited 
nor otherwise attempted to independently verify the information provided unless otherwise indicated.  Should additional information be 
provided to KPMG after the issuance of this report, KPMG reserves the right (but will be under no obligation) to review this information and 
adjust its comments accordingly.  

Pursuant to the terms of our engagement, it is understood and agreed that all decisions in connection with the implementation of advice and 
recommendations as provided by KPMG during the course of this engagement shall be the responsibility of, and made by, the Eastern 
Ontario Warden’s Caucus. KPMG has not and will not perform management functions or make management decisions for the Eastern 
Ontario Warden’s Caucus. 

This report may include or make reference to future oriented financial information. Readers are cautioned that since these financial 
projections are based on assumptions regarding future events, actual results will vary from the information presented even if the hypotheses 
occur, and the variations may be material.  

Comments in this report are not intended, nor should they be interpreted, to be legal advice or opinion.

KPMG has no present or contemplated interest in the Eastern Ontario Warden’s Caucus nor are we an insider or associate of the Eastern 
Ontario Warden’s Caucus. Accordingly, we believe we are independent of the Eastern Ontario Warden’s Caucus and are acting objectively.
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Project 
Overview
Project Objectives – How 

will we define success?

The overall objective of the engagement is the development of an independent report that provides the 

Caucus with a current state analysis for the municipal operated Long-term Care sector for Eastern 

Ontario and recommendations for future actions. This review will further explore leading practices and 

provide a comprehensive analysis of Eastern Ontario long-term care homes. The project has the 

following objectives: 

Phase One:  Analyze the current environment and state of all Long Term Care (LTC) facilities in 

Eastern Ontario 

✓ Provided a high level overview of LTC sector within the Province.

✓ Conducted a comprehensive review of current operations, including organizational structure, 

financial and staffing models, fixed asset and facilities for all 15 LTC homes in Eastern Ontario in 

order to establish a broad understanding of the scope and nature of the LTC services in the region. 

✓ Developed service profiles for each of the 15 LTC facilities.

✓ Established a predictive financial model and complete comparative analysis with the Province

Phase Two: Provide considerations to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the LTC’s 

service delivery

✓ Provide considerations to implement continuous improvement initiatives on an ongoing basis, 

amend services levels to reflect a more appropriate balance between costs and benefits based on 

the benchmark data, prioritize actions for improvement, identification of who is responsible for 

priority actions, time frame for improvement, and key measures of success. 

✓ Deliver a final report and presentation to EOWC encapsulating all work completed. 

We understand that the Eastern 

Ontario Warden’s Caucus 

(EOWC) has identified long-term 

care as a key priority for 2020. 

The EOWC shares the 

Province’s objective of 

expanding the number of long-

term care beds across Ontario 

as well as reducing operational 

red tape and increasing the 

number of support staff available 

to work in long-term care 

facilities. This review will assist 

with EOWC’s advocacy efforts 

allowing the EOWC to be better 

positioned to inform ongoing 

provincial consultations.
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Project 
Overview
Project Drivers – Why are 

we doing this, what 

problem do we want to 

solve?

The research and 

recommendations from this 

engagement will assist the 

EOWC with advocacy efforts and 

identify a series of steps that 

member municipalities may 

pursue independent of any 

government action. 

Project Drivers

• COVID-19 has demonstrated the severity of issues within the LTC sector in Ontario. Left 

unaddressed for years, these issues now threaten the sector and wellbeing of residents. 

• In response, EOWC wishes to perform a current state analysis to better understand and investigate 

options for the future of LTC in Eastern Ontario. 

Project Principles

• The knowledge and expertise of EOWC and Municipal staff will be fully engaged and built upon, to 

arrive at recommended actions through a transparent, participative and inclusive process facilitated 

by KPMG. 

• The operational review process will be conducted in a way that engages EOWC/Municipal 

employees.

• The aim is to, wherever possible, transfer knowledge and necessary “tools” to Caucus members to 

enable them to better develop their own solutions to operational and process issues and challenges 

over time.

• The framework and approach will be based on leading practices from municipal or other levels of 

government experience and/or private sector.

• Lastly, this not an audit. This is a review to develop a plan that will position EOWC and its member 

municipalities for success today and well into the future.

Project Timing

The project will commence on September 30th, 2020, and will be completed when the final report is 

presented to the EOWC on December 4th, 2020. KPMG will also share an interim report on November 

13th, 2020.
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EOWC - Review of Eastern Ontario Long Term Care Facilities 

Project Overview – Approach

1.  Meet with Project 

Sponsor and Project 

Manager to clarify  

expectations, refine lines of 

inquiry, and  develop a 

subsequent work program 

for the engagement.

October October Oct - Nov December Dec - Jan

01 02 03 04 05
2.  Collect relevant  

information and capture 

stakeholder insights 

through interviews. Analyze 

existing documentation and 

operations to identify 

potential gaps and 

opportunities. 

3.  Analyze the LTC system 

at the Provincial and 

Municipal levels and 

analyze three (3) delivery 

models for care. Identify 

emerging issues and 

develop service profiles for 

all LTC facilities. 

4. Develop considerations 

to improve the efficiency 

and/or effectiveness of the 

LTC’s service delivery and 

facilitate the development of 

a roadmap to prioritize 

considerations according to 

ease and impact.

5.  Develop a draft final 

report and 

recommendations for the 

EOWC’s consideration. 

Incorporate the EOWC’s 

feedback and present the 

final report to the Board. 

Project Initiation Environmental Scan Current State Analysis Recommendations & 

Implementation Plan

Final Report and 

Presentation

Phase I Phase 2
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Current State Analysis at the 
System Level
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Long Term 
Care -
Canada

Canada
The proportion of private and publicly owned LTC homes in Canada varies by jurisdiction. Overall, 

54% of LTC homes in Canada are privately owned and 46% are publicly owned. Due to the varying 

size of LTC homes, the proportion of beds by ownership type may differ from the number of homes by 

ownership type1.

Source: 

1. Long-Term Care Homes in Canada: How many and 

who owns them? Canadian Institute for Health 

Information, (2020)

2. Sizing Up the Challenge. Meeting the Demand for 

Long-Term Care in Canada, The Conference Board 

of Canada, 2017 

– The 2039 long term care 

homes in Canada have a 

combination of public and 

private ownership models.

– Canada will need an 

additional 199,000 beds by 

2035, nearly doubling 

current long term care 

capacity2.

Canada LTCH

https://www.cihi.ca/en/long-term-care-homes-in-canada-how-many-and-who-owns-them
https://www.conferenceboard.ca/temp/811fd06f-0c56-465b-971d-e701a4e7a918/9228_Meeting%20the%20Demand%20for%20Long-Term%20Care%20Beds_RPT.pdf
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Long Term 
Care -
Ontario
Key Statistics - Ontario

– Nearly 78,000 Ontario 

residents currently live in 

626 long-term care homes 

across the province1

– More than 38,000 seniors 

are waiting for long term 

care1

– Ontario’s long-term care 

homes employ over 

100,000 staff across the 

province1

LTC homes provide accommodation and care for people with long-term health 

and/or cognitive disabilities. Residents have 24-hour access to nursing/personal 

care as well as assistance with activities of daily living. 

Long Term Care Definition

Nearly 78,000 Ontario residents currently live in 626 long-term care homes 

across the province, comprised of a mix of public, private for-profit, private not-

for-profit, and other providers.

.

Provincial Data

Facilities receive most of their funding from government. Currently, Ontario’s 

LTC homes operate at 99 per cent capacity with more than 38,000 seniors 

waiting for long term care.1, 2

Funding

The Long-Term Care Homes Act, 2007 (LTCHA) is the single legislative 

authority for safeguarding residents’ rights, improving quality of care, and 

improving accountability in LTC homes. 

Legislation

Source:

1. Long-Term Care Staffing Study (2020

2. Provincial Long Term Care  Snapshot January 2015

)

https://files.ontario.ca/mltc-long-term-care-staffing-study-en-2020-07-31.pdf
https://files.ontario.ca/mltc-long-term-care-staffing-study-en-2020-07-31.pdf
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Long Term 
Care -
Ontario

Increase in Waitlist

In 2018-19 there were nearly 35,000 

Ontarians on the wait list for a long-

term care bed. The wait list for long-

term care has grown substantially 

since 2011-12, increasing by 

approximately 78 per cent over by 

2018-2019.1

High growth in the number of Ontarians 

aged 75 and over, combined with a 

lack of investment in new long-term 

care beds, have been the primary 

drivers of the growth in the long-term 

care wait list and wait times. Between 

2011 and 2018, the number of long-

term care beds in Ontario increased by 

only 0.8 per cent while the population 

of Ontarians aged 75 and over grew by 

20 per cent.1

Source:

1. Long-Term Care Homes Program: A Review 

of the Plan to Create 15,000 New Long-

Term Care Beds in Ontario, Financial 

Accountability Office of Ontario, 2019.

2. News release: 30000-more-long-term-care-

beds-for-seniors

– In 2018-19 there were 

nearly 35,000 Ontarians on 

the wait list for a long-term 

care bed. The wait list for 

long-term care has grown 

by 78% (from 2011-12 to 

2018-2019) 1

– The growing LTC wait list 

has led to increasing wait 

times for long-term care. 

From 2011-12 to 2018-19, 

the median time to 

placement (or wait time) for 

a long-term care bed 

increased from 99 days to 

152 days1

– The government is 

committed to creating 

30,000 new long-term care 

beds over the next decade2

Changing profiles within 

LTCH’s

https://www.fao-on.org/en/Blog/Publications/ontario-long-term-care-program#:~:text=Source%3A%20Information%20provided%20to%20the%20FAO%20by%20MLTC.&text=Accessible%20version-,The%20growing%20LTC%20wait%20list%20has%20also%20led%20to%20increasing,99%20days%20to%20152%20days
https://news.ontario.ca/en/release/49111/30000-more-long-term-care-beds-for-seniors
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High Level Literature Review
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Long Term 
Care -
Ontario

Changing Profile

There has been a sharp increase in the proportion of residents with higher needs in recent years. In 

2010, the Ontario government began to put a larger focus on “aging at home” and set stricter criteria 

for admission to long-term care1.

As a result, people are now coming to long-term care at a later stage of their cognitive and physical 

impairment, when their health is more likely to be unstable, they are more physically frail, and their 

care needs are higher. 

Source:

1. This is Long-Term Care, OLTCA, 2019

2. Long-Term Care Staffing Study (2020)

- In 2010, the Ontario 

government began to put a 

larger focus on “aging at 

home” and set stricter criteria 

for admission to long-term 

care1

- Long term care becomes the 

home of increasingly ill 

people, often in the end stage 

of their life, with higher acuity 

and care needs than other 

care settings2

Changing profiles within 

LTCH’s

https://www.oltca.com/OLTCA/Documents/Reports/TILTC2019web.pdf
https://files.ontario.ca/mltc-long-term-care-staffing-study-en-2020-07-31.pdf
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Long Term 
Care -
Ontario
- While the demand for long-

term care and resident acuity 

have increased year over 

year, staffing levels and 

access to training have not 

kept a corresponding pace.

- Staff shortages and 

recruitment remains a 

significant area of concern

- Based on discussions with 

LTC Administrators, this has 

resulted in LTC facilities to 

‘work short’ as they are 

unable to fill available working 

hours with the current 

resource pool.  

Staffing

All long-term care homes across Ontario are required to have a staffing mix that provides an 

appropriate level of care and services. The requirements under the Long-Term Care Homes Act, 

2007 include various specified staffing roles, including administrators, personal support workers 

(PSW’s), registered nursing staff, and allied health professionals.

According to the 2020 Long Term Care Staffing Study, the proportion of residents who need 

help has grown in the last five years and more staff are needed to help with their care. 

PSW’s are the largest population of employees in the long-term care sector and shortages have 

been noted for this role. Contributors to staff shortages include:

➢ Challenging working and employment conditions for staff

➢ Gaps between educational experience and the work environment:

➢ Labour supply

➢ Negative public image

The entire provincial health system is being affected by a significant health human resource 

challenge, but the effect of this challenge is compounded in long-term care as workplace stress 

mounts. In a survey of Ontario Long Term Care Association members, 80% of homes surveyed 

reported difficulty filling shifts and 90% experienced challenges recruiting staff. Of these positions, 

PSWs were the hardest positions to fill, followed closely by RNs.

Source:

1. Long-Term Care Staffing Study (2020)

2. OLTCA - 2019 Budget Submission

Staffing challenges

https://www.oltca.com/OLTCA/Documents/Reports/2019OLTCABudgetSubmission-LTCthatWorks.pdf
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Long Term 
Care -
Ontario

- According to the Registered 

Nurses Association of Ontario 

(RNAO) and other advocates, 

the issues identified in the 

2020 Long Term Care 

Staffing study are known 

issues

- The staffing challenges have 

been well documented with 

numerous reports on the 

subject. Covid-19 exposed 

these challenges in stark 

terms4

- On November 9, 2020, the 

Province launched a 

recruitment campaign in the 

quest for more staff to work 

with seniors in LTC homes3

Staffing

The 2020 Long Term Care Staffing Study identified the following key action items1

1. The number of staff working in long-term care needs to increase and more funding will be required 

to achieve that goal 

2. The culture of long-term care needs to change – at both the system and individual home level 

3. Workload and working conditions must get better, to retain staff and improve the conditions for 

care 

4. Excellence in long-term care requires effective leadership and access to specialized expertise 

5. Attract and prepare the right people for employment in long-term care, and provide opportunities 

for learning and growth 

RNAO and others have raised concerns regarding inadequate staffing levels in the sector. In June 

2020, RNAO released a list of 35 reports that have been published over the last 21 years, each with 

recommendations on how to address ongoing systemic failings.

A common theme in those reports was the need for more staff in nursing homes, as well as a proper 

mix of regulated staff, in particular RNs, RPNs and NPs, which are scarce in this sector and are central 

to improving the safety and quality of care needed to meet the complex care needs and rising acuity 

levels among residents.2

Source:

1. Long-Term Care Staffing Study (2020)

2. LTC Staffing Study Highlights what RNAO has been saying for two 

decades: Government must immediately mandate hiring to avert second 

tragedy, RNAO, 2020

3. Province Launching Recruitment Program to Support Long-Term Care 

Sector, MOLTC

4. Ontario's Long-Term Care: COVID-19 Commission

Staffing – the known 

issues

https://files.ontario.ca/mltc-long-term-care-staffing-study-en-2020-07-31.pdf
https://rnao.ca/news/media-releases/ltc-staffing-study-highlights-what-rnao-has-been-saying-two-decades-government
https://news.ontario.ca/en/release/59108/province-launching-recruitment-program-to-support-long-term-care-sector
http://ltccommission-commissionsld.ca/ir/pdf/20201023_First_Interim_Letter_English.pdf
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Long Term 
Care -
Ontario
Hours of Care

- No legislated minimum 

staffing ratio

- No legislated requirements 

related to how much care 

residents receive on a daily 

basis

- Calculation of hours of care 

remains inconsistent across 

homes with the ‘paid’ hours of 

care inflating the direct hours 

of care provided

Understanding “Hours of Care”

Currently, there is no legislated minimum staffing ratio (the number of nursing home staff members 

compared to the number of residents), and no legislated requirements related to how much care 

residents receive on a daily basis (“paid hours of care per resident per day”). According to the 2020 

Long Term Care Staffing Study, the current measure of direct care hours in Ontario includes PSW, 

nursing and allied health professionals. Currently the staffing mix is determined by yearly staffing plans 

developed by the homes based on the residents' care needs1.

According to AdvantAge Ontario, the acuity level of residents is increasing and their care needs are 

intensifying. The current average of 3.45 hours of daily care is insufficient to meet the increased 

acuity2. 

Source:

1. Transforming Long-Term Care to Keep Residents 

Healthy and Safe, RNAO, 2018

2. Rising to the Challenge: Fall 2020 Pre-Budget 

Submission

https://rnao.ca/sites/rnao-ca/files/Transforming_long-term_care_backgrounder.pdf
file:///C:/Users/sanamalik/Downloads/AdvantAge-Ontario-Fall2020-PreBudget-Rising-to-the-Challenge (1).pdf
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Long Term 
Care -
Ontario
- In November 2020, the 

province indicated inclusion of 

nurses and personal support 

workers for direct hours of 

resident care

- The Province has not  

outlined the recommended 

staffing mix ratio

- The RNAO has been 

advocating a suggested 

staffing mix for 4 hours of 

care. The key difference 

between the RNAO and 

Sharkey’s recommendation is 

the exclusion of Allied Health 

Professionals

Understanding “Hours of Care”

On November 6, 2020, the province made an announcement to increase the direct care for long term 

care residents to four hours per day. According to the new commitments, direct hands-on care is 

provided by nurses and personal support workers to support individual and clinical and personal 

care needs1.

This new commitment to improve quality of care includes:

Hard targets set over the next four years to achieve this standard by 2024-25. Progress against these 

targets will be measured and reported regularly.

Unprecedented changes to educate and recruit the tens of thousands of new personal support 

workers, registered practical nurses and registered nurses that will be required. As part of the 

province's COVID-19 Fall Preparedness Plan, the province is taking the first step by recruiting an 

additional 3,700 frontline workers for its health workforce.

RNAO’s suggested staffing mix:

According to RNAO, all homes must guarantee a proper skill mix as follows2

➢ 0.8 hours (48 minutes) of RN care per resident, per 24 hours

➢ 1 hour (60 minutes) of RPN care per resident, per 24 hours

➢ 2.2 hours (132 minutes) of PSW care per resident, per 24 hours

Saint Elizabeth Health Care suggested staffing mix3

➢ Up to 1 hour to be provided by licensed nurses (RNs and RPNs)

➢ Up to 0.5 hours to be provided by therapists, dieticians/nutritionists, social workers and other allied 

health professionals

➢ Up to 2.5 hours to be provided by PSWs

Source:

1. Province Increasing Direct Care for Long-Term Care 

Residents to Four Hours per day, MOLTC, 2020

2. LTC Staffing Study Highlights what RNAO has been saying 

for two decades: Government must immediately mandate 

hiring to avert second tragedy, RNAO, 2020

3. People Caring for People: Impacting the Quality of Life and 

Care of Residents of Long-Term Care Homes, Saint 

Elizabeth Health Care,2008

Hours of Care

https://news.ontario.ca/en/release/59030/province-increasing-direct-care-for-long-term-care-residents-to-four-hours-per-day
https://rnao.ca/news/media-releases/ltc-staffing-study-highlights-what-rnao-has-been-saying-two-decades-government
https://www.hhr-rhs.ca/index.php?option=com_mtree&task=att_download&link_id=5987&cf_id=68&lang=en
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Long Term 
Care -
Ontario
- The pre-pandemic 1.5% level 

of care increase (April 2020) 

follows the same funding 

pattern for LTC over the last 

10 or more years and it does 

not keep pace with inflation 

- The current funding model for 

long-term care homes is too 

complex and requires high 

levels of documentation, 

which takes staff away from 

spending quality time with 

residents1

- The funding of a minor capital 

program has also been 

insufficient to meet the capital 

needs of the LTC homes

Funding

Across Ontario, the demand for LTC services has exceeds capacity. Provincial funding has not 

increased to meet the increased needs of residents. Municipal governments continue to face even 

greater challenges in trying to address these gaps, which have only been exacerbated by COVID-19.

The pre-pandemic 1.5% level of care increase (April 2020) follows the same funding pattern for LTC 

over the last 10 or more years as it does not keep pace with inflation. (The Consumer Price Index (CPI) 

for Ontario was 1.9% for 2019).

The resulting effect, among many things, is that wage increases for staff have also not kept pace with 

inflation. Consequently, over the years, staff have become less and less motivated to work in LTC. 

Homes have had to rely on agency staff who come at a premium. As a result, homes have been unable 

to acquire the staff that they need, which impacts the time spent with residents and which inevitably 

impacts quality of care.

The funding of a minor capital program has also been insufficient to meet the capital needs of the LTC 

homes.

Funding

Source:

1. Long-Term Care Staffing Study (2020)

2. Fall 2020 Pre-Budget Submission, AdvantAge

Ontario 

https://files.ontario.ca/mltc-long-term-care-staffing-study-en-2020-07-31.pdf
http://www.advantageontario.ca/AAO/Content/Resources/Advantage_Ontario/2020-Pre-Budget-Submission.aspx
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Long Term 
Care -
Ontario

The LTC funding model – the 

CMI – has been highlighted to 

have concerns, including

- Disincentive to improve 

patient outcomes

- Retroactive data used to 

determine current funding

- Impediments to changes in 

funding

Case Mix Index

All LTC home beds receive the same base per diem funding for all funding envelopes, except nursing 

and personal care (NPC). Under the NPC envelope, per diem funding is adjusted based on resident 

complexity and care needs, identified by an indicator called the “case-mix index” (CMI) – a measure of 

relative patient acuity levels in a LTC home. Funding is also dependent on the LTC home’s occupancy 

rate.

The CMI is a metric used to determine the level of resource funding based on the average needs of 

residents of a home in a given year. The CMI is calculated on an annual basis to determine level of 

funding for the home. CMI is constantly fluctuating throughout the year (due to resident intake and 

discharge) which leads to a disconnect between funding and level of resident care required.   

Source:

1. AMO - Long-Term Care in Ontario, 2020

2. RNAO - Transforming Long-Term Care to Keep 

Residents Healthy and Safe, 2018

3. MOHLTC - Long-Term Care Homes Financial Policy, 

2019

Concerns with CMI

Disincentive to improve patient outcomes: Under the existing funding structure, there is a financial 

disincentive to improve patient outcomes. When evidence-based practices are implemented and resident 

problems are prevented or resolved, resident acuity decreases. While this is good for residents, the home’s 

CMI correspondingly falls and funding in future years is decreased. In other words, the unintended and 

negative consequence of improving resident outcomes is that LTC homes are financially penalized. This 

penalty acts as a disincentive to improve patient outcomes.1

Retroactive data used to determine current funding: LTC homes receive funding based on retroactive 

data. For example, funding for 2017-18 is based on the case-mix data that was submitted at the end of the 

four quarters in 2015-16. Consequently, funding is always outdated. It does not take into account the 

rapidly increasing complexity of residents, and is often insufficient to care for the immediate resident acuity.

The perception of an impediment persists despite ministry stabilizing mechanisms, such as the five 

percent cap on year over year changes in CMI (higher or lower) so that funding cannot drastically change. 

In addition to this cap, 40 percent of funding is not adjusted for CMI, so it remains stable over time.  

There are concerns with the accuracy of data being used to determine funding: The tool does not 

have a validation mechanism and the inputs are non-audited which allows the possibility of inaccurate data 

being entered and processed.

CMI – Funding Formula

https://www.amo.on.ca/AMO-Content/Backgrounders/2020/LongTermCareinOntario.aspx
https://rnao.ca/sites/rnao-ca/files/Transforming_long-term_care_backgrounder.pdf
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/public/programs/ltc/docs/level_of_care_per_diem_funding_summary_201908.pdf
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Long Term 
Care -
Ontario

The province has recently 

announced increased funding in 

the LTC sector including direct 

Care for Long-Term Care 

Residents to Four Hours per 

Day.

2020 Ontario Budget 

In November 2020, building on the government’s urgent response to COVID-19, the province 

announced $15.2 billion in supports, including $7.5 billion in new funding1

Source:

1. Ontario - 2020 Ontario Budget

• The government is investing $1.75 

billion to increase long-term care 

capacity and access for residents. 

The investment will be also spent in 

an Accelerated Build Pilot Program 

that will enable the faster 

construction of  new long-term care 

homes. 

• Building on the $3.8 billion 

investment for the Mental Health and 

Addictions (MHA) Roadmap to 

Wellness, the government is 

providing additional funding to help 

expand access for critical mental 

health and addictions support and 

reduce wait times for critical 

services. 

• An additional $540 million in new 

funding will be provided to protect 

residents, caregivers and staff in 

long-term care homes.

• Government will be providing 

over $1.5 billion for pandemic pay 

(a temporary pay increase for 

frontline workers) in partnership 

with the federal government.

• The government will be Providing 

$461 million in temporary wage 

increases for over 147,000 

personal support workers 

(PSWs) and direct support 

workers who deliver publicly 

funded personal support 

services.

• The Province is investing $52.5 

million to recruit, retain and 

support more frontline health care 

workers such as nurses and 

personal support workers 

(PSWs).

Increasing long term care capacity 

and mental health support 
Support for frontline and 

personal support workers  

2020 Ontario Budget

https://budget.ontario.ca/2020/index.html
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Models for Long Term Care in 
Ontario
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Long Term 
Care -
Ontario
Main Benefits

Compared to the not-for-profit 

and for profit sector, the main 

benefits of municipally-operated 

LTCHs include higher quality, 

increased demand, 

compensation, long tenure, 

transparency, and inclusion of 

lower income populations and 

the harder to serve.

The Benefits of Municipally-Operated LTCHs 

5 Transparency: Municipal and non-profit LTCHs provide 

greater accountability and transparency with the public through 

Council, public governance boards and community meetings. 

Inclusion: These homes are more responsive to the needs of 

lower income segments of the senior’s population and the 

harder to serve3

Compensation: The average hourly rate for PSWs1 ($25.01) 

is higher compared to the not-for-profit and for-profit sectors; 

the interviewed stakeholders indicated that this possibly leads 

to longer tenure and predictability for residents.

Demand: 70% of seniors on the LTC wait list chose a 

municipal or non-profit home as their first choice compared to 

for-profit homes.6

Quality: Municipal and non-profit homes offer higher service 

quality compared to for-profit homes, according to the majority 

of studies and literature on LTC.2

4

3

2

1

Source:

1. Long-Term Care Staffing Study (2020)

2. Ontario’s Municipalities: Proud Partners in Long 

Term Care, AdvantAgeOntario (2018)

3. Municipal Delivery of Long Term Care Services, 

OANHSS (2008)

4. The Not-for-Profit AdvantAge in Long-Term Care 

for Ontario’s Seniors, OANHSS (2014)

5. This is Long-Term Care 2019, Ontario Long-Term 

Care Association (2019)

6. The Not-for-Profit Difference in Services for 

Seniors, AdvantAgeOntario

6

Shared Resources: Municipal LTCHs benefit financially and 

operationally from shared resources at the County, e.g. shared 

procurement with EMS and shared back-office functions such 

as HR and Finance. 
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Long Term 
Care -
Ontario
Main Risks & Challenges

Compared to the not-for-profit 

and for profit sector, the main 

risks and challenges of 

municipally-operated LTCHs 

include increase taxation, the 

difficulty of adding new positions, 

small market presence, revenue 

risk and the high, ongoing costs 

to maintain large facilities. 

The Challenges of Municipally-Operated LTCHs 

5 Facilities & Maintenance: Municipal homes are approaching 

the end of their life cycle which increases the need and amount 

of capital investment, maintenance and repairs.

Council Directives: Municipal funding for LTCHs is subject to 

revenue risk. The amount of levy funding may decrease if 

subsequent Councils choose to re-direct or cut funding for the 

LTCHs.

Market Presence: Municipal homes only serve 21% of all 

residents in LTCHs.

New Positions: Municipal LTCHs have greater difficulty 

implementing new positions, such as Resident Aides, due to 

the presence of collective bargaining agreements compared to 

the privately run homes.

Taxation: Levy funding for LTCHs translates to increased, 

ongoing taxation for members municipalities, especially as 

acuity increases and capital improvements are required for 

aging facilities.

4

3

2

1

Source:

1. Long-Term Care Staffing Study (2020)

2. Ontario’s Municipalities: Proud Partners in Long Term 

Care, AdvantAgeOntario (2018)

3. Municipal Delivery of Long Term Care Services, 

OANHSS (2008)

4. The Not-for-Profit AdvantAge in Long-Term Care for 

Ontario’s Seniors, OANHSS (2014)

5. This is Long-Term Care 2019, Ontario Long-Term 

Care Association (2019)

6. The Not-for-Profit Difference in Services for Seniors, 

AdvantAgeOntario
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Long Term 
Care -
Ontario
Quality

According to the literature, 

municipally-operated and non-

profit LTCHs offer higher quality 

when compared to their for-profit 

counterparts. A new study 

conducted by researchers at 

UofT in collaboration with the 

OLTCA has challenged this 

narrative. 

Historically, governments have 

looked at the 5 identified 

measures which suggests that 

municipally operated homes 

provide greater quality. 

However, there is new evidence 

and measures emerging that are 

challenging these conventional 

measures.

Quality in Municipally-Operated LTCHs 

According to AdvantageOntario, municipal and non-for-profit homes offer better quality when compared 

to for-profit homes1. Of note, the Ontario Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care (MOHLTC) concluded 

that municipal homes have, on average, significantly lower emergency department visits. Overall, 

municipal and not-for-profit homes offer1:

Source:

1. Ontario’s Municipalities: Proud Partners in Long 

Term Care, AdvantAgeOntario (2018)

2. Wilkinson, A., Haroun, V., Wong, T. et al. Overall 

Quality Performance of Long-term Care Homes in 

Ontario (2019). 

3. For-profit versus not-for-profit delivery of long-term 

care, McGrail, McGregor, Cohen et al. (2007)

4. The Not-for-Profit Difference in Services for 

Seniors, AdvantAgeOntario

1. Higher Hours of 

Care

2. Higher Staff-

Skill Mix

3. Lower Mortality 

Rates

4. Less Use of 

Restraints

5. Lower Hospital 

Admissions

Municipal LTCH still offers better quality despite recent study:

A recent study conducted by the Ontario Long Term Care

Association (OLTCA) and researchers at the University of Toronto

concludes that non-profit and for-profit LTCHs offer better quality

when compared to municipal LTCHs2. This paper deviates from

commonly-held conclusions in the literature, particularly in the

United States3, and measures ‘quality’ using a newly-developed

measure called the Qindex. This composite measure accounts

primarily for quality outputs such as physical functioning, pain,

depression, falls, pressure ulcers and others. Demand for LTCHs

contradicts this new study because 70% of residents on the

waitlist have chosen a municipal or not-for-profit home as

their first choice compared to for-profit homes4.
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Long Term 
Care -
Ontario
PSW Compensation

The average PSW wage in 

municipally-operated LTCHs is 

higher compared to the not-for-

profit and for-profit sectors by 

~$2.50/hour. 

These wages make the homes 

employers of choice in their 

communities, attract qualified 

staff, increase staff tenure and 

contribute to well established, 

longer-term relationships 

between staff and residents. 

Salaries and Compensation for PSWs 

In Ontario, the average PSW wage ($25.01) is highest in municipal LTCHs (compare: $22.75 in non-

profit homes and $22.27 in for-profit homes). On average, full-time PSWs working in municipal LTCHs 

have salaries which are $5,343 greater than their counterparts in the for-profit sector (assuming a 37.5 

hour work week). This difference only increases when accounting for overtime, double time and a half, 

and benefits. 

Source:

1. This is Long Term Care 2019, Ontario Long Term 

Care Association (2019)

25.01

22.75
22.27

$20.00

$21.00

$22.00

$23.00

$24.00

$25.00

$26.00

Municipal Non-Profit For-Profit

Average PSW Wage by Ownership in Ontario 1

Low High Range Average

Municipal
21.9 27.22 5.32 25.01

Non-Profit
20.43 27.23 6.8 22.75

For-Profit
20.43 26.48 6.05 22.27

Lows, Highs and Range of PSW Wages by Ownership Type in Ontario 1
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Long Term 
Care -
Ontario
Facility Size

Municipal LTCHs represent 16% 

of all homes in Ontario but have 

21% of all beds. This fact implies 

that municipal LTCHs have 

larger facilities when compared 

to their not-for-profit and for-

profit counterparts (e.g. 

auditoriums, dining halls, 

medical facilities, meeting rooms 

etc.

They also incur larger capital 

expenditures on facility upgrades 

and maintenance, yet Provincial 

funding does not account for 

facility size. 

Ownership Models and Size of Facilities

The majority (58%) of LTCHs in the province operate using a for-profit model, followed by non-profits

(24%) and municipalities (16%)1. Although 16% of all LTCHs in Ontario are municipally operated, 21%

of all beds can be found in municipal LTCHs2. In other words, municipal LTCHs serve 1 out of every 5

Ontarians requiring long-term care services.

Source:

1. This is Long Term Care 2019, Ontario Long Term 

Care Association (2019)

2. Ontario’s Municipalities: Proud Partners in Long 

Term Care, AdvantAge Ontario (2018)

3. 2018 Ontario Budget (2018)

Municipal
16%

Non-Profit
24%

For-Profit
58%

Other
2%

Ownership Type in Ontario 1
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Long Term 
Care -
Ontario
Provincial Funding

From 2014 to 2018, non-profit 

and for-profit homes combined 

have received a slightly higher 

share of Provincial funding when 

compared to municipal LTCHs. 

Since provincial funding is based 

upon the Case Mix Index, this 

fact suggests that acuity needs 

have increased at a slower rate 

in municipal LTCHs or it reveals 

an inherent problem in the 

calculation of Provincial funding.

Provincial Funding for Municipal LTCHs 

In 2018, the Province of Ontario provided $4.28B3 in funding for the long-term care sector in Ontario, 

and municipalities received $855M of these funds, or 20.0%. The municipal sector provides 21% of all 

beds in Ontario. 

Four years earlier, in 2014, the municipal sector received 20.4%4 of Provincial funding. This suggests 

that the non-profit and for-profit sectors combined have received a slightly higher share of Provincial 

funding when compared to municipal LTCHs.

Source:

1. Financial Information Returns, Schedule 12, Line 

1220 (2014 to 2018)

2. Federal grants, being minimal, have been excluded

3. 2018 Ontario Budget (2018)

4. This is Long Term Care, OLTCA (2014)

Provincial Funding for Municipal LTCHs in Ontario (in millions, 2014-2018) 1,2
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Leading Practices in Long 
Term Care
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Long Term 
Care –
Leading 
Practices
Key leading practices 

within the LTC industry: 

- Deployment of a 4 to 1 ratio 

of residents to direct care 

workers within a LTC facility.

- Re-development of existing 

facilities to meet the 

expanding needs of residents.

- Implementation of the 

Campus Care model to bring 

a mixture of health services 

and support in one location.

- Implementation and delivery 

of restorative care model to 

improve/maintain the 

cognitive ability of residents.

Staffing

As per the Long-Term Care Staffing Study (2020)1, there is no “one size fits all” solution to 

staffing. LTC facilities benefit from the appropriate mix of skills depending on the needs of the 

residents. LTC Administrators have realized value in deploying a wide variety of staff 

expertise such as registered staff, PSWs and other allied professions (i.e., physiotherapists, 

social workers, etc.) to provide 4 hours of direct resident care per day. Ideally, health care 

professionals would like LTC facilities to be able to staff one direct care worker to every four 

residents in order to effectively achieve the 4 hour benchmark.

Facilities

In order to comply with the Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care (MOHLTC) structural 

compliance standards and meet the expanding needs of residents, multiple LTC facilities 

within the EOWC are in re-development. The re-development will add resident beds as well 

as meet the best practices for resident areas and shared spaces outlined in the Long Term 

Care Homes Design Manual 20152. 

The Campuses of Care model3 has also been implemented within Ontario. This model co-

locates community-based health and social supports with various types of living 

arrangements (i.e., LTC beds, retirement living, affordable housing) in one location. The 

model is designed to support aging at home and socialization by offering a suite of services 

that promote positive aging.

Restorative Care Model

LTC facilities have implemented Restorative Care practices and principles4 that are designed 

to improve, prevent deterioration, and maintain a resident’s cognitive ability and quality of life. 

This is done through the care planning process and is delivered through the various 

programs and nursing/therapy services offered by the facility. Health care professionals have 

noted that due to the staffing pressures within the industry, restorative care may not be 

implemented as intended. 

Sources:  

1. Long-Term Care Staffing Study (2020)

2. Long-Term Care Home Design Manual, 2015

3. "First of its Kind" Research on the Practice and Promise of Seniors' Campuses of Care, 

2020

4. Restorative Care: Policy, Procedures and Training Package, OANHSS, 2010

https://files.ontario.ca/mltc-long-term-care-staffing-study-en-2020-07-31.pdf
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/public/programs/ltc/docs/home_design_manual.pdf
http://www.advantageontario.ca/AAO/Content/NewsReleases/First-of-its-Kind-Research-on-the-Practice-and-Promise-of-Seniors%E2%80%99-Campuses-of-Care.aspx
https://www.advantageontario.ca/oanhssdocs/MembersOnly/Full%20Members%20Only%20Pages/GovernmentAndMediaRelations/LTC%20Homes%20Act/Restorative_Care_Policy_Procedures_Training_Package.pdf
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Long Term 
Care –
Leading 
Practices

Key leading practices 

within the LTC industry: 

- Ensuring the operating 

effectiveness of IPAC controls 

(engineering, administration, 

and PPE).

- Deployment and active 

maintenance of RAI-MDS 

assessment tool.

- Implementation of the 

Community Paramedicine 

Program to provide seniors 

with in-home health care 

service while on the waitlist 

for LTC facility.

- Adopting a resident outcomes 

improvement fund to provide 

incentives for improving 

quality of care.

Infection Prevention

The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the importance of infection prevention and control 

(IPAC) within LTC facilities. In addition to the Infection Prevention and Control Protocol, 

20195, LTC facilities within Ontario implemented controls outlined in COVID Directive #3 to 

further mitigate the impact of COVID-19 on LTC. LTC facilities with effective IPAC controls6

have implemented engineering controls (i.e., ventilation/HAVAC, physical barriers, single 

rooms with private toileting facilities), administrative controls (i.e., policies, procedure 

governing IPAC within a facility), and PPE controls (i.e., appropriate PPE, frequent changing 

of PPE) to mitigate the spread of the virus. 

Technology & Tools

As resident acuity expands, individualized care plans to help improve the cognitive ability and 

quality of life become more important. The Resident Assessment Instrument – Minimum Data 

Set (RAI-MDS)7 is a tool available that gathers assessment information from all resident care 

workers and provides triggers to indicate when additional resident care may be required. LTC 

facilities have employed full-time staff who are responsible for RAI-MDS data entry to ensure 

the tool is accurate and that residents are receiving the direct care they require.

Community Paramedicine Program

The Ontario government has launched a program to improve care for seniors who are on the 

waitlist for LTC facilities. The Community Paramedicine Program8 leverages paramedic 

practitioners to reduce hallway health care and enhance long-term care by providing 

advanced in-home services. Specifically, the program allows seniors to access 24-7 in-home 

health care services, home visits and test procedures, monitor changing or escalating health 

conditions, access education about healthy living, and connect to health care and community 

supports.

Quality Incentive Funding

As noted in the RNAO’s report, Transforming Long-Term Care to Keep Residents Healthy 

and Safe9, the LTC sector in Ontario can benefit from the quality incentive funding (QIF) 

approach adopted in Alberta. The QIF is an annual allotment that is calculated separately 

from the CMI (or PCBF in Alberta) that provides incentives for improving the quality of care 

for residents.

Sources:  

5. Infection Prevention and Control Protocol, Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care, 2019

6. Infection Prevention and Control: Guidelines for Long-Term Care Facilities, IPCNS, 2015

7. Resident Assessment Instrument Minimum Data Set 2.0 Funding, MOHLTC, 2013

8. Ontario Launches Innovative Solution to Improve Long-Term Care, MOHLTC, 2020

9. Transforming Long-Term Care to Keep Residents Healthy and Safe, RNAO, 2018

http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/pro/programs/publichealth/oph_standards/docs/protocols_guidelines/Infection_Prevention_And_Control_Protocol_2019_en.pdf
https://ipc.gov.ns.ca/sites/default/files/IPCNS%20Infection%20Prevention%20and%20Control%20LTC%20Final(1).pdf
http://www.health.gov.on.ca/en/public/programs/ltc/docs/RAI-MDS.pdf
https://news.ontario.ca/en/release/59012/ontario-launches-innovative-solution-to-improve-long-term-care
https://rnao.ca/sites/rnao-ca/files/Transforming_long-term_care_backgrounder.pdf
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Summary of the EOWC LTCH 
Service Profiles
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98.52%

233

15
Long Term 
Care in 
Eastern 
Ontario
EOWC LTC Overview

Key statistics: 

– 15 municipally operated 

LTC facilities

– 2,386 licensed beds.

– 2,013 FTEs

– Average waitlist length of 

233 clients

– Average occupancy rate of 

98.52%

Sources: 

1. Data received from each LTC facility. 

2. LHIN Waitlist Report (2020)

3. Internal Financial Statements from EOWC member 

municipalities.

2,386

Average waitlist length (clients) for EOWC 

long-term care facilities:

Number of FTE’s employed by EOWC 

long-term care facilities: 

Number of licensed beds within EOWC 

long-term care facilities:

2,013

Number of municipally owned and 

operated long-term care facilities within the 

EOWC:

Average occupancy rate for EOWC long-

term care facilities: 
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Long Term 
Care in 
Eastern 
Ontario
Direct Care Hours 

Overview

– Direct care hours analysis 

based on direct care 

provided by PSWs, RPNs, 

and RNs.

– EOWC facilities are 

providing an average of 

2.92 direct care hours per 

day.

– On average, EOWC LTC 

facilities are below the 

provincial direct care hours 

benchmark by 1.08 daily 

direct care hours. 

Direct Care Hours Analysis
To analyze direct care hours, KPMG used the Province of Ontario’s definition for direct care: 

“Average daily direct care of four hours a day per resident. Direct hands-on care is provided by 

nurses or personal support workers to support individual clinical and personal care needs”.1 

As such, KPMG obtained direct care hours data from fifteen municipally operated long-term care 

facilities within the EOWC to determine the current direct care hours provided by PSWs, RPNs and 

RNs to residents each day.  

Sources: 

1. Province Increasing Direct Care for Long-Term Care 

Residents to Four Hours per day, MOLTC, 2020

As depicted in the pie chart to the left, 

EOWC long-term care facilitates are 

currently providing an average of 2.92 

direct care hours to residents each day. 

When compared against the provincial 

benchmark of four hours a day per 

resident, on average there is a gap of 1.08 

direct care hours within the EOWC 

facilities. 

It should be noted that this is an analysis 

of paid care hours which includes all 

worked hours, with the addition of 

vacation, statutory holiday and benefits. 

A detailed analysis of direct care hours 

provided by each EOWC long-term care 

facility can be seen in the bar graph below. 

Direct Care Hours by Facility

https://news.ontario.ca/en/release/59030/province-increasing-direct-care-for-long-term-care-residents-to-four-hours-per-day
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Long Term 
Care in 
Eastern 
Ontario
Direct Care Hours –

Position Level

– Direct care positions 

represent approximately 

69% of total EOWC long-

term care facility FTEs. 

– EOWC long-term care 

facilities are below the 

provincial averages for daily 

direct care provided by 

PSWs and Nurses.

– All EOWC LTC facilities 

(with the exception of 

Fairhaven LTCH and Maple 

View Lodge) are below the 

provincial average of 3.33 

daily direct care hours per 

resident.

Direct Care Hours at the Position Level
As per the Province’s updated direct care definition, KPMG analyzed direct care hours provided by 

Personal Support Workers (PSWs), Registered Practical Nurses (RPNs), and Registered Nurses 

(RNs). These positions provide direct care and support to residents on a daily basis and represent 

approximately 69% of total FTE’s within EOWC long-term care facilities.

Sources: 

1. 2019 direct care hours provided by the EOWC LTC 

facilities. 

2. Long-Term Care Staffing Study (2020). Ontario 

averages within the study are from the Long-Term 

Care Staffing Report (2018). 

When comparing the average direct 

care hours provided by PSWs and 

Nurses within EOWC long-term care 

facilities against the provincial 

average1, the EOWC is below the 

provincial average for both positions. 

On a facility basis, only the Fairhaven 

LTCH and Maple View Lodge exceed 

the provincial average, all other EOWC 

long-term care facilities fall below the 

provincial average of 3.33 daily direct 

care hours per resident.  

Direct Care Hours / Resident / Day by Position (EOWC)
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Long Term 
Care in 
Eastern 
Ontario

Direct Care Wages

– The Province’s minimum 

wage has increased by an 

average of 8%1 over the 

past 3 years. 

– Wages for PSWs have 

increased by a similar rate, 

averaging a 7%2 increase 

over the past 3 years. 

– Wages for nursing positions 

have not increased at a 

similar rate as RPNs and 

RNs have only seen an 

average annual increase of 

.2% and 2%2, respectively. 

Direct Care Wages
To gain an understanding of how wages for direct care positions (PSWs, RPNs, RNs) compare to the 

Province’s minimum wage, KPMG analyzed the average wages for each position in Eastern Ontario 

over the last 3 years. Over this time period, the Province’s minimum wage has increased by an 

average of 8% annually, with the largest increase of 21% occurring in 2018. Wages for PSWs have 

increased at a similar rate, averaging 7% annually. However, wages for nursing positions have not 

increased at a similar rate as RPNs and RNs have only seen an average annual increase of .2% and 

2%, respectively over the past 3 years.

Sources: 

1. Government of Ontario minimum wage rates (2017-

2019)

2. Government of Canada job bank wage data, 

Kingston-Pembroke Region, Personal Support 

Worker, Registered Practical Nurses, Nurses, High 

Wages ($/Hour), (2017-2019)
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Long Term 
Care in 
Eastern 
Ontario
Growth in Funding

– On average, contributions 

from EOWC member 

municipalities grew faster 

than Provincial 

contributions from 2015-

2019.

– Counties increased their 

levy contributions by 27% 

from 2015-19.

– The Province of Ontario 

increased its contribution by 

only 11% from 2015-19.

Sources: Internal Financial Statements from EOWC 

member municipalities.

Growth in Funding
In order to calculate growth in levy contributions, provincial funding and resident fees, KPMG obtained 

internal financial statements from all member municipalities in the Eastern Ontario Warden’s Caucus. 

Proportionally, the municipalities have increased their contributions by 2.5x more than the Province, 

demonstrating a strong commitment to their residents and achieving a 4 hour model of care.  
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Long Term 
Care in 
Eastern 
Ontario
Provincial Funding

– In 2018, all municipal 

LTCHs in Eastern Ontario 

received less funding per 

bed when compared to the 

provincial average. 

– A possible explanation for 

the lower funding per bed in 

EOWC LTC’s as compared 

to the provincial average is 

non-audited CMI 

calculations. 

– Provincial funding can 

consider transitioning to a 

per bed basis to ensure an 

equitable allocation of 

resources in Ontario. 

Sources: Internal Financial Statements from EOWC 

member municipalities.

Provincial Funding per Bed
In 2018, the Province of Ontario provided $4.2B2 in funding for all LTCHs. The average provincial 

funding per bed was $55,400 per year or $151.78 per diem. If we include all beds regardless of 

service level, the LTCHs in Eastern Ontario received less funding than the provincial average in 2018. 

Provincial average = $55.4
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Long Term 
Care in 
Eastern 
Ontario
Growth in Expenditures

– Municipal LTCHs in Eastern 

Ontario saw their 

expenditures increase by 

2% from 2015 to 2019, 

excluding compensation 

and benefits. 

– Total costs were $3.4M in 

2019 for the average home, 

excluding compensation 

and benefits. 

Sources: Internal Financial Statements from EOWC 

member municipalities.

Growth in Expenditures other than Compensation and Benefits for all Staff
In order to calculate growth in expenses, KPMG obtained internal financial statements and returns 

from all member municipalities in the Eastern Ontario Warden’s Caucus for the years 2015 to 2019.
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Long Term 
Care in 
Eastern 
Ontario
Growth in Compensation 

– Municipal LTCHs in Eastern 

Ontario increased total 

compensation and benefits 

by $19.4M for all staff from 

2015-2019. 

– The average growth in 

compensation and benefits 

across the EOWC was 15% 

during that time. 

Sources: Internal Financial Statements from EOWC 

member municipalities.

Growth in Compensation and Benefits for all Staff
In order to calculate growth in compensation and benefits for all staff, KPMG obtained internal 

financial statements and returns from all member municipalities in the Eastern Ontario Warden’s 

Caucus. From 2015 to 2019, long-term care homes in the EOWC increased compensation and 

benefits by 15%. 
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Long Term 
Care in 
Eastern 
Ontario
Debt Financing

– Annual principal and 

interest payments (P&I) 

ranged from $120K to 

$2.3M for LTCHs in the 

EOWC

– These payments pertain 

primarily to expansions and 

re-developments in the 

early to mid 2000s

– Although the Province of 

Ontario subsidizes these 

payments, debt financing 

directly impacts the 

municipality’s borrowing 

capacity

Sources: Internal Financial Statements from EOWC 

member municipalities.

Debt Financing
KPMG obtained principal and interest payments (P&I) by obtaining the internal financial statements 

and returns of EOWC member municipalities. Fifty-percent (53%) of LTCHs carried debt between 

2015 and 2019. P&I payments may impede a home’s ability to move towards a four hour model of 

care.
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Long Term 
Care in 
Eastern 
Ontario
Age of Homes

– The average useful life of a 

municipal LTCH in Eastern 

Ontario is 45 years (after 

excluding the Maple View 

Lodge) 

– The age of the home is 

determined by the original 

construction date, not the 

date of any major 

renovations or re-

developments to the 

existing structure.

– LTCH’s require significant 

capital investments (such 

as HVAC improvements, 

roof and window 

replacement etc.) every 20-

45 years to keep up with 

the aging structure of 

facility.

1- Average expected useful life of new municipally owned 

social and affordable housing assets, (infrastructure 

Canada; all rural municipalities (StatsCan, 2016)

Age of Homes
Four of five homes in Eastern Ontario have ongoing or pending re-developments. 

Age of Homes in the EOWC (as at Nov, 2020)

Avg. useful life 

45 years1

Legend

Pending Re-Development Re-development Made

Major capital 

expenses 

required

~$13-17M
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Long Term 
Care in 
Eastern 
Ontario
Capital and Reserves

– Capital expenditures, 

spanning $30K - $500K per 

year, are funded primarily 

through the levy

– Most homes have no 

reserves to finance future 

capital expenses

– There is an opportunity to 

implement robust capital 

planning and reserve 

management for municipal 

homes in the EOWC

Sources: Internal Financial Statements from EOWC 

member municipalities.

Funding Capital Expenditures
Capital expenditures are mostly funded through the levy and rarely through reserves. 

Lifts and Tubs

More than half of municipal LTCHs have lifts 

and tubs which are beyond their useful lives.

Vehicles

Very few homes own and operate a vehicle 

in Eastern Ontario. Overall, the vehicles 

are older and have excellent mileage.

Other Capital Outlays

The average annual capital budget ranges 

between $30K to $500K, depending on the 

home and other factors.

Call Bell Systems

Two (2) municipal homes require new call 

bell systems to be installed. A new system 

costs approximately $250K - $300K. 
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Long Term 
Care in 
Eastern 
Ontario
Re-Development

– Re-development spans ~4 

years from Council 

approval to opening the 

new home

– Total costs range from 

~$50M to ~$85M 

depending on facility size 

and other factors

– Re-development leaves 

municipalities with large 

debts and P&I payments 

which impede movement 

towards the 4 hour model of 

care, and add a significant 

debt burden on the tax levy 

support 

Sources: Internal Financial Statements from EOWC 

member municipalities.

Cost of Re-Development
Re-development reduces the home’s waitlist but leaves municipalities with large debts – spanning 20-

25 years – and hinders movement towards the four hour model of care. 

Construction

Demolition

Subsidy

The blended rate for 

construction is 

approximately $423 per 

square foot.

Older facilities can be 

demolished at a cost of 

~$2M.

The Province of Ontario 

will provide funding by 

subsidizing ~30% of P&I 

payments.

$423 / 

sq. ft.

~$2M

30%
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Long Term 
Care in 
Eastern 
Ontario
Ancillary Revenues

– Common ancillary revenues 

include hairdressing, café 

and donations from the 

community. 

– Ancillary revenue sources 

are very minor for all 

homes.

Sources: Responses from EOWC member municipalities

Additional Revenue Streams for the Homes
KPMG interviewed municipal LTCHs in Eastern Ontario to understand alternative revenue streams. 

1

Hair Salon

Homes earned ancillary 

revenues from 

hairdressing, for example, 

by leasing space to a 

hairdresser. 

~ 2-10K per year

Café

Homes also earned café 

revenues through the sale of 

items such as coffee and 

tea. These revenues are 

categorized as cost 

recoveries, i.e. offset against 

operating expenses to run 

the cafés.

~ $12-20K per year

Donations

The LTCHs also 

generated revenues 

through fundraising, 

auctions and donations 

from the community. 

~ $20-80K per year

2 3
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Long Term 
Care in 
Eastern 
Ontario
Shared Resources

– All municipal homes in 

Eastern Ontario leverage 

back-office resources from 

their municipalities 

including HR, Finance and 

IT

– Resource-sharing has led 

to cost savings and 

efficiencies for the homes

– Some homes also receive 

support from Engineering, 

Fleet Management, and 

Public Works

Sources: Internal Financial Statements from EOWC 

member municipalities.

Shared Resources with the Municipality
All municipal homes in Eastern Ontario receive Finance, HR and IT support from their municipalities, 

leading to cost-savings and efficiencies. 

Finance – homes received support with

budgeting, bookkeeping, financial

reporting, regulatory reporting, capital 

management and other financial

services.

HR – homes received support with

recruiting, onboarding, labour relations, 

payroll and other human resource

functions.  

IT – homes received technical support 

with internet, hardware and software 

management, service requests and other

information technology services.

01

02

03
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Long Term 
Care in 
Eastern 
Ontario
Key Takeaways

– With significant growth in 

funding from 2015-19, 

EOWC member 

municipalities have 

demonstrated strong 

commitment to their LTCHs

– EOWC member 

municipalities require 

additional Provincial funding 

to support pay equity for 

PSWs and nurses, rising 

operating costs – and 

significant movement 

towards the 4 hour model of 

care.

Sources: Internal Financial Statements from EOWC 

member municipalities.

Summary of Highlights
The following themes emerged from KPMG’s analysis of each LTCH in Eastern Ontario.  

Municipal LTCHs in Eastern Ontario provide an average of 2.92 direct care hours 

per resident per day. This represents a gap of 1.08 hours when benchmarked 

against the 4 hour model of care. 

4 Hours of Care

From 2017-19, wages for PSWs, Nurses and RPNs grew slower than the minimum 

wage in Ontario. 

Wages

On average, LTC funding from EOWC member municipalities grew much faster 

(27%) than Provincial funding (11%) from 2015-19.  

Municipal Funding

The cost of re-development, ranging from $50M to $85M, will impede the homes’ 

progress towards the 4 hour model of care.

Re-Development Costs



Next Steps
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EOWC - Review of Eastern Ontario Long Term Care Facilities 

Next Steps

1.  Meet with Project 

Sponsor and Project 

Manager to clarify  

expectations, refine lines of 

inquiry, and  develop a 

subsequent work program 

for the engagement.

October October Oct - Nov December Dec - Jan

01 02 03 04 05
2.  Collect relevant  

information and capture 

stakeholder insights 

through interviews. Analyze 

existing documentation and 

operations to identify 

potential gaps and 

opportunities. 

3.  Analyze the LTC system 

at the Provincial and 

Municipal levels and 

analyze three (3) delivery 

models for care. Identify 

emerging issues and 

develop service profiles for 

all LTC facilities. 

4. Develop 

Recommendations to 

improve the efficiency 

and/or effectiveness of the 

LTC’s service delivery 

along with a roadmap to 

prioritize recommendations 

according to ease and 

impact.

5.  Develop a draft final 

report and 

recommendations for the 

EOWC’s consideration. 

Incorporate the EOWC’s 

feedback and present the 

final report to the Board. 

Project Initiation Environmental Scan Current State Analysis Recommendations & 

Implementation Plan

Final Report and 

Presentation

Phase I Phase 2
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Service Profiles for the LTC 
Homes
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Service Profiles

County of Lanark

County

County of Lanark

Facility

Lanark Lodge

Service Delivery Model

Municipal Operation

2020 Operating Budget3

($,000s)

Compensation & 

Benefits
12,079 

Operating Costs 1,327 

Contracted 

Services
752 

Capital 585 

Program Support 281 

Other Expenses 132 

Total Costs 15,156 

Provincial 

Funding
(8,234)

Resident Fees (3,892)

Other Revenues (590)

Reserve Funding 0 

Total Revenues (12,716)

Net Levy 2,440 

FTEs 140.59

Overview

The County of Lanark owns and operates one municipal long-term

care home, the Lanark Lodge. Lanark Lodge has a capacity of 163

licensed beds and employs 140 FTEs. The County provides

traditional Corporate Services for the Lodge such as Human

Resources, IT, and Finance. As per the South East LHIN wait list

report, the Lodge’s wait list currently sits at 153 residents with an

average availability of 9 beds per month. Operationally, the Lodge

utilizes a variety of philosophies such a Eden, Gentle Care and

Butterfly concepts.

The Lodge’s FTE breakdown consists of 93.92 nursing and personal

care, 5.44 program support, and 41.23 other accommodation

employees. Consistent with the LTC sector, the workforce is

primarily female (92%) with 1-3 years of experience.

The Lodge is currently exploring re-development options in an effort

to comply with the Enhanced Long-Term Care Renewal strategy by

2025. These options include the renovation of the existing facility or

a new build.

Financial Analysis

LTCH funding from the County grew faster than Provincial funding in

the past 5 years. In 2019, the County contributed $2.4M in levy

funds to Lanark Lodge. This figure has grown by 36% since 2015.

By comparison, growth in Provincial funding and resident fees during

the same period was 12% and 4% respectively1.

Compensation and benefits increased by $1.5M (15%) between

2015 and 2019, leading to increases in the home’s direct care hours

per resident1.

Compared to other municipal homes in Eastern Ontario, Lanark

Lodge has a large capital reserve ($4.9M) from which it can fund

future capital expenditures. However, major capital improvements

are required in the near future and could likely deplete this fund6.

Council has expressed interest to re-develop the home through a

partnership secure the lodge’s long-term financial viability6.

Staffing Analysis

The Lanark Lodge’s staffing model can be broken down as follows:

Fixed and Non-Fixed Asset Analysis

The Lanark Lodge was built with two wings in 1966, with another

two wings added in 1977 and 1988. Major renovations for three

wings were completed in 1991 and 19922. Due to the age of the

building, major systems (mechanical and electrical) are currently

past their useful life and will require significant capital to replace, e.g.

a consultant recently quoted $1.5M to upgrade the HVAC in 2022.

• Class of Home: B2

• Annual capital budget: ~$500-600k

• Annual Building Maintenance: $776K3

• Net Book Value of all Capital Assets: $5.3M (2019)5

• Capital Reserve: $4.7M6

• Estimated building replacement value: $40M3
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Service Profiles

County of Lanark – Financial Analysis
LTC funding from the County 

grew faster than Provincial 

funding from 2015-2019. 

In 2018, the County of Lanark 

provided $2.4M in levy funding 

to the Lodge. This figure has 

grown by 36% since 2015. 

During the same period, 

Provincial funding only 

increased by 12.2%, and 

resident fees by 4.4%. 

Compensation and benefits 

increased significantly between 

2015 and 2018 ($1.5M or 

14.5%). By contrast, all other 

expenses have seen modest 

growth, except for capital 

which has fluctuated. 

According to the Lanark Lodge 

Facility Review, the building 

requires major capital 

investments to replace 

systems that are beyond their 

useful lives. These 

investments could easily 

deplete the lodge’s $4.7M in 

reserves. The Lodge does not 

perform any capital forecasting 

but will need a plan to rebuild 

these reserves. 

Notes

* Δ = change between 2015-2019

Sources

Internal financial statements for the years 

2015-2019

Financial Analysis1

2019 KPIs

Provincial 

Funding / Bed
$48.7K 12% Δ*

Resident Fees / 

Bed
$23.9K 4% Δ*

Levy / Bed $18.4K 36% Δ*

Capital 

Reserves (2020)
$4.7M

Anticipated Capital Outlays

• HVAC - $2.0M estimate (2021) 

• Water line backflow prevention

• Power switchboards and panels

• Water infiltration (emergency power)

• Ceiling mount fixtures

• LED exit lighting

• Wiring & Receptacle replacement

• Wireless connections in rooms

Recent Capital Outlays

• Boiler system (2017)

• Fire Alarm system (2019)

• B Elevator (2020)

• A/C upgrades (2019-20)

0
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Service Profiles

County of Lanark – Staffing Analysis
In analyzing the the current 

staffing model, the Lodge is 

able to provide residents with 

2.93  hours of direct care per 

day. This represents a gap of 

1.07 hours when compared 

against the Provincial 

benchmark of 4 direct care 

hours per resident per day. 

This calculation includes 

scheduled hours of direct care 

provided by PSWs, RPNs, and 

RNs. To account for unplanned 

absences (i.e., sick, vacation), 

the Lodge schedules an 

additional 25% of FTE’s to 

ensure there is appropriate 

coverage for the day.

Lanark Lodge currently 

employs 140.59 FTE’s. When 

analyzing based on positions 

that provide direct care, 

employees can be divided into 

the following two categories:

1. Personal Support 

Workers – 68.6 FTEs

2. Nurses – 21.82 FTEs

Sources: 

1 – Lanark Lodge FTEs 2021 

Budget.xlsx. FTE values are FTE’s for 

2020.

2 - Lanark Lodge FTEs 2021 Budget.xlsx. 

Direct Care Staffing assessment – using 

current FTEs (2020).
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Service Profiles

County of Lanark – Other Notes
The Lanark Lodge maintains 

good relationships with 

community partners and has 

been able to attract younger 

people through these 

channels, despite the average 

age of staff being in the mid 

50s. 

The presence of collective 

bargaining agreements has led 

to higher wages for staff, 

thereby reducing turnover and 

making the lodge an employer 

of choice in the region. 

The LTCH has good 

technology to report and 

monitor KPIs, budgets and 

actuals; however, the home 

does not perform any capital 

forecasting. This presents an 

opportunity for improvement, 

particularly as the home 

considers redevelopment, 

major systems need 

replacement, as well as the 

majority of lifts and tubs. 

Ancillary services are minor at 

the home, contributing 

approximately $35K per year.

Labour and Community Relations

• The home offers students placements for RN and RPN students

enrolled at St. Lawrence and Algonquin colleges.

• The Lodge maintains a good relationship with the Catholic

District School Board of Eastern Ontario PSW program. Many

students in the program find placements – and positions – at the

Lanark Lodge through this program.

• The home operates in a unionized environment: CUPE

represents all front-line workers; ONA represents the Registered

Nurses; and the OPSEU represents business office workers.

• The Lanark Lodge currently faces two pending arbitrations (one

case) regarding a two-year disability termination.

• WSIB Status: Schedule 2 – the home incurs the full cost of

accident claims filed by staff.

• The Home is Provincially accredited up to December 31, 2022.

Technology and Reporting

• Management has access to standardized reporting through its

PointClickCare software to monitor occupancy rates.

• The home can run financial reports to track budgets, review

expenses and monitor overtime hours.

• The home also has access to the System Performance excel

took, provided by Health Quality Ontario, and can readily monitor

the following metrics: waitlist times, % of residents who fall, % of

residents physically restrained, % of residents with worsened

symptoms of depression and other quality indicators.

• The nurse call system is approximately 6 years old and is

comprised of buttons, pull cords and call cords. These devices

are new models.

• The intercom system was replaced in 2018.

Physical Assets

• The home operates with 16 lifts and 8 bath tubs.

• 25% of these equipment are well beyond their end of life

expectancy and 46% of them are just beyond their end of life

expectancy. (Source: Preventive Maintenance Summary Report,

ARJO, 2020).

• The parking lot is in good condition and the LTCH does not

maintain a fleet of vehicles.

• The LTCH does not maintain a capital forecast which presents

an opportunity for better long-term capital planning in

accordance with building condition assessments, and preventive

maintenance reports.

Ancillary Services 

• The Lanark Lodge earns $35K per year by renting out a portion

of the building to the Alzheimer's Society.

• Volunteers play a significant role at the home; however, they

have not returned to the home to volunteer since the beginning

of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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Service Profiles

City of Cornwall
City

City of Cornwall

Facility

Glen-Stor-Dun Lodge

Service Delivery Model

Municipal

2019 Operating Actuals1

($,000s)

Compensation & 

Benefits
9,857

Operating Costs 1,408

Contracted 

Services
440

Capital 29

Program Support 605

Other Expenses 383

Total Costs 12,721

Provincial 

Funding
(6,737)

Resident Fees (3,381)

Other Revenues (1,076)

Reserve Funding -

Total Revenues (11,194)

Net Levy 1,527

FTEs 120.7

Overview

The City of Cornwall operates one LTC facility, the Glen-Stor-Dun

Lodge. The Lodge is shared between the City of Cornwall and the

United Counties of Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry and is funded

by each municipality based on the number of residents from each

community (i.e., 70% Cornwall, 30% SD&G). A Committee of

Management governs the Lodge and is made up of three elected

official from the City of Cornwall and two elected officials from

SD&G. The Lodge has 132 resident beds, which are 98.19%

occupied. The current wait time for admittance to the Lodge is

approximately 293 days.

The Lodge employs 120.7 FTEs to provide service and support to its

residents. Approximately 65% of these FTEs are positions that

provide direct care to residents (i.e., PSW, RPN, and RN).

Financial Analysis

In 2019, the City contributed $1.5M in levy funds to the Glen-Stor-

Dun Lodge. This figure has grown by 13% since 2014. Notably, this

growth in funding was greater than Provincial growth in funding

(10%) during the same period.

Compensation and benefits increased by $1M from 2015 to 2019,

an increase of 12%, which has brought the home closer to the four

hour model of care.

Over $1M in capital betterments were made in the past 6 years2,

and $1.2M is budgeted for improvements in 20213. These capital

expenditures were financed not through debt but through

contributions from the United Counties of SDG and the City’s levy.

The home has no capital reserves but is planning to contribute

$250K per year starting in 2021.

Staffing Analysis

The Lodge’s staffing model can be broken down as follows:

Fixed and Non-Fixed Asset Analysis

Built in 19943 as a Class A home, the Glen-Stor-Dun Lodge is

neither old or new. Major capital betterments of $623K were made to

the fuel system and hydronic boilers over the past five years2. In

general, lifts and tubs have reached their useful lives, and $390K

has been budgeted for replacements6.

• Class of Home: A3

• Annual capital spend: $440K (2021-29)

• Net Book Value of all Capital Assets: $11.4M (2018)4

• Capital Reserve: $0

• Age of Lifts and Tubs: 0-5 years old5

1- Internal Financial Statements 2015-2019

2- 5 Years of Capital Budgets

3- Review of Eastern Ontario Long Term Care Facilities 

4- FIR SCH51A 1220 / 11

5- Equipment Inventory

6- 10 Year Capital Forecast
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Service Profiles

City of Cornwall – Financial Analysis
LTC funding from the City grew 

faster than Provincial funding 

from 2015-2019. 

In 2019, the City provided 

$1.5M in levy funding to the 

lodge. This figure has grown 

by 13% since 2015. During the 

same period, Provincial 

funding only increased by 

10%, and resident fees by 

11%. 

Compensation and benefits 

increased significantly between 

2015 and 2019 ($1M or 12%). 

The home does not have any 

debt and has budgeted $4.1M 

in capital expenditures 

between 2021 and 2030. 

Together, the City of Cornwall 

and the United Counties of 

SDG have supported the 

home’s capital program with a 

strong commitment to 

municipal long-term care. 

Notes

* Δ = change between 2015-2019

Sources

1- Internal financial statements for the 

years 2015-2019; 2- 10 Year Capital 

Forecast

Financial Analysis1

2019 KPIs

Provincial 

Funding / Bed
51,037 10% Δ*

Resident Fees / 

Bed
25,615 11% Δ*

Levy / Bed 11,570 13% Δ*

Capital 

Reserves (2020)
$0

Anticipated Capital Outlays

• Backup generator ($650K, 2021)

• Floor replacement ($300, 2021)

• Air supply unit ($330, 2021-22)

• Dietary equipment ($295K, 2022-29)

• Elevator ($145K, 2021)

Recent Capital Outlays

• Hydronic Boilers ($270K, 2017)

• Bell Call System ($296K, 2015-16)

• Flooring ($300K, 2017-19)

• Fuel System ($353K, 2015-16)
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Note: the home has budgeted $4.1M in projected capital (2021-30).
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Service Profiles

City of Cornwall – Staffing Analysis
In analyzing the current 

staffing model, the Glen-Stor-

Dun Lodge is able to provide 

residents with 3.17 hours of 

direct care per day. This 

represents a gap of 0.83 hours 

when compared against the 

Provincial benchmark of 4 

direct care hours per resident 

per day. This calculation 

includes scheduled hours of 

direct care provided by PSWs, 

RPNs, and RNs. 

The Glen-Stor-Dun Lodge 

currently employs 120.7 FTE’s. 

When analyzing based on 

positions that provide direct 

care, the Lodge employs the 

following:

1. Personal Support 

Workers – 54.3 FTEs

2. Nurses – 23.5 FTEs

Sources: 

1. 2020 FTE breakdown provided by 

the municipality.

2. 2020 hours of care breakdown 

provided by the municipality.
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Service Profiles

City of Cornwall – Other Notes
The Glen-Stor-Dun Lodge 

maintains good relationships 

with community partners and 

has been able to attract talent 

through these channels. Yet 

the number of students that 

find clinical placements in the 

home fluctuates on an annual 

basis. In addition, the home 

requires part-time positions to 

cover for full-time employees, 

and therefore prospective hires 

cannot obtain full-time hours.

The presence of collective 

bargaining agreements has led 

to higher wages for staff, 

thereby reducing turnover and 

making the lodge an employer 

of choice in the region.  

The LTCH has good 

technology to report and 

monitor KPIs, budgets, actuals 

and metrics on quality. New 

software, recently installed, will 

allow the home to monitor and 

remediate issues related to 

quality such as the 

inappropriate use of anti-

psychotics and falls which are 

below standard. 

Ancillary revenues from the tea 

room and hairdressing are very 

minor at the home when 

compared to other funding 

sources. 

Labour and Community Relations

• The home offers student placements for PSWs, RNs and RPNs

through St. Lawrence College (Cornwall Campus), Laurentian

University and the Catholic District School Board of Eastern

Ontario. Approximately 5-25 students work in the home

annually3.

• The Lodge also maintains partnerships with numerous third

parties including: the Seaway Valley Community Health Centre,

the Royal Ottawa Hospital, and the Winchester Memorial

Hospital3.

• The home operates in a unionized environment with two

bargaining agents, CUPE and ONA, and had 2 arbitrations

scheduled in Q4 of 20203.

• WSIB Status: Schedule 2 – the home incurs the full cost of

accident claims filed by staff. There are no WSIB appeals and

NEER Premiums decreased by 21% from 2016 to 20195.

• The Home is accredited with Accreditation Canada3.

Technology and Reporting

• The lodge uses Point Click Care Software and in 2020

supplemented the software based with quality improvement and

performance measure tracking components3.

• KPIs used to monitor and improved long term care include:

antipsychotic drugs, behaviours, cognition, decline in ADLs,

Falls, Mood, New Diagnosis, Nutritional, Pain, Physical

Restraints, Restorative, Skin, Therapy and Urinary

Incontinence3.

• The LTCH shares back-office resources with the City of Cornwall

including Finance, IT and HR. Additional technologies include

Telestaff (scheduling and time management) and Surge

Learning (education platform for staff) 3.

• Average vacancy days per year was 1,210 days from 2016 to

2020 (approximately 3 vacant rooms per year in aggregate).

Physical Assets

• The home operates with 17 floor lifts and 25 ceilings lifts. Six of

them were purchased in 1994 and the remainder in the early to

mid-2000s4.

• The lodge has access to 1 vehicle, owned and maintained by the

City’s Municipal Works department, and does not incur any

expenditures to maintain a rolling stock3.

• The bell call system is new and was replaced at a cost of $296K

in 2015-162.

Ancillary Services 

• The Glen Stor Dun Lodge earns ancillary revenues from the

team room (staff and family cafeteria) and from hairdressing

services provided to the residents. These revenues are minor

relative to provincial funding, levy funding and resident fees3.

1- Internal Financial Statements 2015-2019

2- 5 Years of Capital Budgets

3- Review of Eastern Ontario Long Term Care Facilities 

4- Equipment Inventory

5- NEET Firm Summary Statement
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Service Profiles

County of Frontenac
County

County of Frontenac

Facility

The Fairmount Home for the 

Aged

Service Delivery Model

Municipal

2020 Operating Budget1

($,000s)

Compensation & 

Benefits
11,023

Operating Costs 2,452

Contracted 

Services
575

Capital 409

Program Support 0

Other Expenses 647

Total Costs 15,106

Provincial 

Funding
(6,543)

Resident Fees (3,303)

Other Revenues (3,386)

Reserve Funding (155)

Total Revenues (13,378)

Net Levy 1,729

FTEs 119.3

Overview

The County of Frontenac owns and operates one LTC facility, the

Fairmount Home. The home is located in Kingston in close proximity

to hospitals and medical offices. The home is governed by the

Ministry of Health & Long-Term Care and the South East Local

Health Integration Network with support from the City of Kingston

and the County of Frontenac. The home contains 128 licensed beds,

which are 98.36% occupied. The waitlist for admittance to the Home

is currently 423 clients.

Fairmount’s overarching operating philosophy is guided by the

Gentlecare® model, which focuses on resident-centered care.

The home employs 119.3 FTEs to provide service and support to its

residents. Consistent with the LTC sector, the home’s workforce is

predominately female (92%) with less than 5 years of total

experience (44%).

Financial Analysis

In 2019, the County contributed $1.2M in levy funds to the

Fairmount Home. This figure has grown by 12% since 2014. When

combined with contributions from the County’s four member

municipalities, LTC funding from the County grew faster than

Provincial contributions from 2015 to 2019.

In 2002, the home underwent a re-development in order to meet the

Class A Standard, and took on $17.2M in debentures. Since then,

the home has been paying $1.5M per year in principal and interest

payments. The County will make its last payment in June, 2022 –

which will free up monies. This improved liquidity coincides with

major renovations required for the roof ($1M), parking lot ($1M+)

and the home’s projection to meet a 4 hour model of care by 2025.

There are currently no intentions from Council to re-develop the

facility by adding new beds.

Staffing Analysis

The home’s staffing model can be broken down as follows:

Fixed and Non-Fixed Asset Analysis

The Fairmount Home was originally constructed in 1968. A

redevelopment was completed from 2002-2004 in order to meet the

A Class Standard. Currently there are no plans to re-develop the

home. An older building, major work is required to the parking lot

and roof. Tubs in the home were recently replaced although two

thirds of lifts will need replacement relatively soon. The LTCH also

needs a new call-bell system.

• Class of Home: A

• Annual capital budget: approximately $189K (2021-25) 3

• Re-development debt paid off: June, 20222

• Net Book Value of all Capital Assets: $13.3M (2019)4

• Capital Reserve: $2.3M
1- 2021 Operating & Capital Budget

2- FMT Capital Renovations Bal Owing

3- FMT Operating-Capital Forecast

4- 4- FIR SCH51A 1220 / 11
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Service Profiles

County of Frontenac – Financial Analysis
LTC funding from the County 

and its four member 

municipalities grew faster than 

Provincial funding from 2015-

2019. 

In 2019, they provided $4.5M 

in levy and contribution funding 

to the home. This figure has 

grown by 19% since 2015. 

During the same period, 

Provincial funding only 

increased by 14%, and 

resident fees by 11%. 

Compensation and benefits 

increased significantly between 

2015 and 2019 ($1.5M or 

18%). The County has also 

paid $1.5M per annum to 

service existing debt.  

The home was built in 1968 

with an expansion completed 

in 2004. The home has 2.86M 

in outstanding debt for capital 

renovations at the end of 2020. 

The debt will be paid off in 

2022.

Notes

* Δ = change between 2015-2019

Sources

Internal financial statements for the years 

2015-2019; FMT 2019 Building Condition 

Assessment; FMT Fixed Assets; 

Operating-Capital Forecast

Financial Analysis1

2019 KPIs

Provincial 

Funding / Bed
52,221 14% Δ*

Resident Fees / 

Bed
25,405 11% Δ*

Levy / Bed 8,948 12% Δ*

Capital 

Reserves (2020)
$2.3M

Anticipated Capital Outlays

• Parking lot ($1M)

• Interior flooring ($760K)

• Call bell system

• Exterior windows ($400K)

• Roof Assembly ($1M+)

• Interior ceiling ($180K)

Recent Capital Outlays

• BAS System Upgrade ($80K, 2017)

• Sidewalk and patio ($53K, 2018)

• 14 beds ($40K, 2015)

• 3 bathing systems ($114K, 2015-17)

• Oven/Steamer ($38K, 2017)
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Note: the home has budgeted $943K in projected capital (2021-25).
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Service Profiles

County of Frontenac – Staffing Analysis
In analyzing the current 

staffing model, the Fairmount 

Home for the Aged is able to 

provide residents with 3.03 

hours of direct care per day. 

This represents a gap of 0.97 

hours when compared against 

the Provincial benchmark of 4 

direct care hours per resident 

per day. This calculation 

includes scheduled hours of 

direct care provided by PSWs, 

RPNs, and RNs. 

The Fairmount Home for the 

Aged currently employs 119.3 

FTE’s. When analyzing based 

on positions that provide direct 

care, the Home employs the 

following:

1. Personal Support 

Workers – 53.3 FTEs

2. Nurses – 22.7 FTEs

Sources: 

1. Fairmount Home – 4 hours of 

Direct Care Analysis provided by 

the County.
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Service Profiles

County of Frontenac – Other Notes
The Fairmount Home for the 

Aged maintains good 

relationships with colleges and 

Universities and has been able 

to attract part-time staff 

through these channels. 

The presence of a collective 

bargaining agreement has led 

to higher wages for staff, 

making the home an employer 

of choice in the region. 

However, it has also led to 

higher turnover  for some 

positions as the agreement 

requires part-time and casual 

staff to work every two out of 

three weekends.  

The LTCH has good 

technology to report and 

monitor KPIs, budgets and 

actuals. Unlike others, the 

Fairmount Home has a 

forecast in order to achieve the 

four hour model of care – with 

a target for 2025. 

Two thirds of lifts in the home 

will need replacement soon as 

well as the call bell system. 

The LTCH intends to procure 

for this system in the near 

future. The home has bad cell 

phone reception which has led 

to staff making private phone 

calls in public spaces like 

hallways. 

Labour and Community Relations

• The Fairmount Home offers student placements through

Queen’s University, Ryerson University, St. Lawrence College,

Loyola and the Kingston Learning Center1.

• The home operates in a unionized environment under CUPE

Local 2290. There currently 1 arbitration and 2 grievances have

been forwarded to mediation/arbitration for 20211.

• WSIB Status: Schedule 2 – the home incurs the full cost of

accident claims filed by staff. There are no WSIB appeals or

pending Human Rights tribunals. NEER Premiums decreased by

10% from 2016 to 20193.

• The home is accredited with CARF Canada until November 30,

20222.

Technology and Reporting

• The home uses JBS and StaffStat software for staff scheduling,

and Med e-Care for resident care documentation1.

• The home intends to provide new cellphones for registered staff

and the use of tablets for care documentation1.

• The LTCH shares back-office resources with the County of

Frontenac including HR, IT and Finance1.

• Staff have access to online learning and training using Surge

Learning, an online platform1.

• The Fairmount Home has projected a 4 hour standard of care by

2025 according to its calculations5.

• As of October 15, 2020, the home has the 4th largest wait list

(423) in Southeastern Ontario (total = 36 homes)6.

Physical Assets

• The home operates with 32 lifts, 10 of which were purchased in

2015 through 2017. The remaining lifts were purchased in the

mid-2000s4.

• The home has 4 bath tubs for its residents. One new bathing

system (tub and chair) was purchased every year from 2014 to

20174.

• The home does not maintain a rolling stock of vehicles.

• The nurse call system was installed in 2002 at a cost of $195K.

Serve and software upgrades were made in 20114. However, the

home intends to procure for a new system in the near future.

Ancillary Services 

• The LTCH earns ancillary revenues from personal hairdressing

care, fundraising auctions and the café (cost recovery) 1. These

revenues are minor relative to provincial funding, levy funding

and resident fees.

• The home also features an auditorium, four recreation rooms, an

outdoor courtyard and walking path, café, and two outdoor

gazebos for family visits.

1- Review of Eastern Ontario Long Term Care Facilities Response

2- CARF Accreditation Report

3- NEER Firm Statement

4- FMT Fixed Assets

5- Hours of Care by Year

6- South East LHIN LTC Waitlist Information as of October 15, 2020
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Service Profiles

County of Hastings (Hastings Manor)
County

County of Hastings

Facility

Hastings Manor

Service Delivery Model

Municipal

2019 Operating Actuals1

($,000s)

Compensation & 

Benefits
15,866

Operating Costs 4,235

Capital 200

Debt Repayment 2,358

Total Costs 22,659

Provincial 

Funding
(12,202)

Resident Fees (6,178)

Other Revenues (1,001)

Reserve Funding -

Total Revenues (19,380)

Net Levy 3,279

FTEs 206.3

Overview

The County of Hastings operates two municipal homes, Hastings

Manor and Centennial Manor. Hastings Manor is located in Belleville

and is the larger of the two facilities, with a capacity of 253 residents

and a current waitlist of 470 clients. The LTC facility is operated in

partnership with the City of Belleville and the City of Quinte West

and is governed by the LTC Committee which includes: the Warden,

and three elected representatives from each of Hastings County,

City of Bellville, and the City of Quinte West.

In 2018, Hastings County engaged Research Institute for Aging to

assist the facilities with a culture change journey. The objective of

the journey was to transition from an intuitional operating philosophy

to a social model of living, where care is resident centered. This

transition is still on-going, with key messages and training

consistently delivered within the facilities.

Hastings Manor has a total FTE count of 206.3 that can be broken

down into the following groups: 95.2 PSWs, 37.8 nursing staff, 32

environmental services staff, 24.2 food services staff, 9.6 recreation

staff, and 7.4 office staff.

Financial Analysis

LTC funding from the County grew faster than Provincial funding

from 2015-2019. In 2019, the County contributed $3.3M in levy

funds to Hastings Manor. This figure has grown by 82% since 2014.

By comparison, growth in Provincial funding and resident fees during

the same period was 7% and 10% respectively1.

Compensation and benefits increased by $2.1M between 2014 and

2019, leading to increases in the home’s direct care hours per

resident1.

Notably, the home will begin replenishing its capital reserve position

in 2024 after it pays off its reconstruction debentures. The home

currently pays $2.3M per annum in principal and interest1. After

repayment, the home will have an improved liquidity position and

anticipates a capital reserve of $1.5M2. The County had a small

reserve position of $149K at the beginning of 20202.

Staffing Analysis

The Manor’s staffing model can be broken down as follows:

Fixed and Non-Fixed Asset Analysis

Built in 2004, Hastings Manor is a relatively new building compared

to other facilities in Eastern Ontario. The home took on $1.8M in

debt in 2020 to finance betterments to the roof, cooling tower and

chiller3. Moreover, many lifts in the home are approaching their

expected useful lives, having been purchased between 2002-044.

There is an opportunity to perform robust long-term capital and

reserve planning to reduce reliance on debt. Additional key statistics

on the facility include the following:

• Class of Home: A3

• Annual capital spend: $271K (2021-24) 2

• Capital Reserve: $149K (January, 2020) 3

• Age of Lifts: 5-18 years old4

1- Internal Financial Statements 

2- 5 Year Forecast 

3- EOWC Responses

4- Asset Register 
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Service Profiles

Hastings Manor – Financial Analysis
LTC funding from the County 

grew faster than Provincial 

funding from 2015-2019. 

In 2019, the County provided 

$3.3M in levy funds to the 

home. This figure has grown 

by 82% compared to 2015, 

when the County contributed 

$1.8M. During the same 

period, Provincial funding only 

increased by 7%, and resident 

fees by 10%. 

Compensation and benefits 

increased significantly between 

2015 and 2019 ($2.1M or 

16%). 

Debt repayment in 2019 was 

$2.4M or 10% of all 

expenditures – among the 

highest of all municipal homes 

in Eastern Ontario. 

Notes

* Δ = change between 2015-2019

Sources

1- Internal financial statements for the 

years 2015-2019; 2- Monies Owing for 

Capital Renovations (#21); 3- 5 Year 

Forecast

Financial Analysis1

2019 KPIs

Provincial 

Funding / Bed
48,2281 7% Δ*

Resident Fees / 

Bed
24,4171 10% Δ*

Levy / Bed 12,9601 82% Δ*

Capital 

Reserves (2020)
$149K2

Anticipated Capital Outlays3

• Roof ($400K, 2023)

• Tile Replacement ($150K, 2021)

• Tub replacement ($144K, 2021-23)

• Hand rails, wall protectors ($78K)

• Carpet replacement ($74K)

Recent Capital Outlays3

• Chiller Unit ($800K, 2020) 3

• Building Automation Sys. ($175K, 2020)

• Tub Replacements ($52K, 2020)

• Phone System ($100K, 2020)

Note: the home has budgeted $1.1M projected capital (2021-24).
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Service Profiles

Hastings Manor – Staffing Analysis
In analyzing direct care hours 

for 2019, Hastings Manor was 

able to provide residents with 

2.50 hours of direct care per 

day. This represents a gap of 

1.50 hours when compared 

against the Provincial 

benchmark of 4 direct care 

hours per resident per day. 

This calculation includes 

scheduled hours of direct care 

provided by PSWs, RPNs, and 

RNs. 

Hastings Manor currently 

employs 206.3 FTE’s. When 

analyzing based on positions 

that provide direct care, 

employees can be divided into 

the following two categories:

1. Personal Support 

Workers – 95.2 FTEs

2. Nurses – 37.8 FTEs

Sources: 

1. 2020 Staffing – FTEs – LTC 

Homes. Provided by the County.

2. 2019 Hours of Care Per Resident. 

Provided by the County. 
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Service Profiles

Hastings Manor – Other Notes
Hastings Manor maintains 

good relationships with 

Colleges and Universities in 

Ontario, and has been able to 

attract students and part-time 

staff through these channels. 

The presence of collective 

bargaining agreements has led 

to higher wages for staff, 

thereby reducing turnover and 

making the home an employer 

of choice in the region. 

The LTCH has good 

technology to report and 

monitor KPIs, budgets and 

actuals. Unlike many homes, 

Hastings Manor has introduced 

iPads to help staff document 

resident care efficiently and 

effectively. 

Finally, building condition 

assessments are currently 

being performed and will 

highlight areas for capital 

improvements for the future. 

Based on KPMG’s interview, 

the home has an opportunity to 

create a robust capital plan in 

conjunction with a reserve 

funding plan. These plans will 

help to finance capital assets 

and betterments for the home.

Labour and Community Relations

• The home offers student placements for PSWs, RPNs and

DSWs through Queen’s University, Loyalist College, Sir

Sandford Fleming and the Durham College of Applied Arts3.

• The home has partnerships with the City of Belleville and the

City of Quinte West for LTC operations. The LTC Committee is

comprised of the Warden, and three (3) elected officials from

each of the cities and Hastings County3.

• The home operates in a unionized environment with two

bargaining agents, CUPE 1133 and ONA. There are currently 4

pending arbitrations with ONA3.

• WSIB Status: Schedule 2 – the home incurs the full cost of

accident claims filed by staff3.

• The Home is accredited until 2022 with Accreditation Canada3.

Technology and Reporting

• The home uses Point Click Care for Electronic Medical Records;

eMar and eTar for treatments and medication; i-pads for Point of

Care documentation by PSWs; Staff Stat for the automated call

out system; Point Click Care for Resident Billing; Worxhub for

maintenance requisitions; Cimtel for its nurse call system3.

• The home uses a Balanced Scorecard to track and report KPI’s

including: falls, antipsychotic drugs, restraints, avoidable ER

visit, pain, complaints, medication errors etc5. The report

measures performance against established targets, thereby

allowing the home to improve quality5.

• Hastings Manor shares back-office resources with the County

including Corporate Administration, Finance, IT and HR3.

• The average occupancy rate was 99% between 2015 and 20192.

Physical Assets

• The home operates with 38 lifts, 42 ceiling lifts, and 8 tubs6.

• Hastings Manor intends to replace all the tubs at a cost of $144K

between 2021 and 20234.

• A building condition assessment is currently in progress and will

highlight areas of capital improvements for the home3.

• The home installed a building automation system in 20203. The

system will lead to lower maintenance costs, easier

management, automation and improved security.

• Home Class: A3. There are currently no plans to upgrade the

facility.

Ancillary Services 

• Hastings Manor does not provide any services that generate

other revenue steams3.

• The home also offers a multi-purpose room, games room,

café/library, hair dresser, village green/pavillion/fenced yard and

walking trail, secured gardens for dementia units (2nd floor),

sitting lounges on resident home areas, fitness centre, family

dining rooms, palliative suites (2) and respite rooms (3)6.

1- Internal Financial Statements 2015-2019

2- Resident Levels

3- Review of Eastern Ontario Long Term Care Facilities  Reponses

4- 2020 Capital Budget & 5 Year Forecast

5- 2019-20 Balanced Scorecard

6- Sq Footage Equipment Lists
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Service Profiles

County of Hastings (Centennial Manor)
County

County of Hastings

Facility

Centennial Manor

Service Delivery Model

Municipal

2019 Operating Actuals1

($,000s)

Compensation & 

Benefits
7,602

Operating Costs 2,234

Contracted 

Services
944

Capital 260

Total Costs 11,040

Provincial 

Funding
(5,600)

Resident Fees (2,544)

Other Revenues (454)

Total Revenues (8,598)

Net Levy 2,441

FTEs 96.58

Overview

The County of Hastings operates two municipal homes, Hastings

Manor and Centennial Manor. Centennial Manor is located in

Bancroft and is the smaller of the two facilities, with a capacity of

110 residents and a current waitlist of 89 clients. The LTC facility is

operated in partnership with the City of Belleville and the City of

Quinte West and is governed by the LTC Committee which includes:

the Warden, and three elected representatives from each of

Hastings County, City of Bellville, and the City of Quinte West.

In 2018, Hastings County engaged Research Institute for Aging to

assist the facilities with a culture change journey. The objective of

the journey was to transition from an intuitional operating philosophy

to a social model of living, where care is resident centered. This

transition is still on-going, with key messages and training

consistently delivered within the facilities.

Centennial Manor has a total FTE count of 96.58 that can be broken

down into the following groups: 40.56 PSWs, 17.52 nursing staff,

16.14 environmental services staff,11.31 food services staff, 5.6

recreation staff, and 5.46 office staff.

Financial Analysis

LTC funding from the County grew faster than Provincial funding

from 2015-2019. In 2019, the County contributed $2.4M in levy

funds to Centennial Manor. This figure has grown by 45% since

2014. By comparison, growth in Provincial funding and resident fees

during the same period was 13% and 9% respectively1.

Notably, the home will begin replenishing its capital reserve position

in 2022 after extinguishing reconstruction debentures. The home

currently pays $944K per annum in principal and interest1. After

repayment, the home will have an improved liquidity position and

anticipates a capital reserve of $1.3M2. The County’s reserve

position at the beginning of 2019 was $139K2.

The home’s capital forecast ends in 2022. As such, there is an

opportunity to perform more robust capital planning, as well as

reserve planning and management.

There are no current plans to upgrade the facility.

Staffing Analysis

The Manor’s staffing model can be broken down as follows:

Fixed and Non-Fixed Asset Analysis

Built in 2000, Hastings Manor is a relatively new building compared

to other facilities in Eastern Ontario. At the beginning of 2020, the

home had $2.2M left to repay on existing reconstruction debentures,

and no new debt was issued during 2020. Moreover, many lifts in

the home are approaching their expected useful lives, having been

purchased between 2002-044. There is an opportunity to perform

robust long-term capital and reserve planning to reduce reliance on

debt. Additional key statistics on the facility include the following:

• Class of Home: A3

• Annual Capital Spend: $179K (2021-22) 2

• Capital Reserve: $139K (January, 2020) 3

• Age of Tubs: 18 years old4

• Age of Mobility Van: 12 years

1- Internal Financial Statements 

2- 5 Year Forecast 

3- EOWC Responses

4- Asset Register 
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Service Profiles

Centennial Manor – Financial Analysis
LTC funding from the County 

grew faster than Provincial 

funding from 2015-2019. 

In 2019, the County provided 

$2.4M in levy funds to the 

home. This figure has grown 

by 45% compared to 2015, 

when the County contributed 

$1.7M. During the same 

period, Provincial funding only 

increased by 13%, and 

resident fees by 9%1. 

Compensation and benefits 

increased between 2015 and 

2019 ($891K or 13%) leading 

to gains in direct care hours 

per resident1.

Debt repayment in 2019 was 

~944K or 9% of all 

expenditures – among the 

highest of all municipal homes 

in Eastern Ontario1. 

Notes

* Δ = change between 2015-2019

Sources

1- Internal financial statements for the 

years 2015-2019; 2- Monies Owing for 

Capital Renovations; 3- 5 Year Forecast

Financial Analysis1

2019 KPIs

Provincial 

Funding / Bed
50,91011 13% Δ*

Resident Fees / 

Bed
23,1261 9% Δ*

Levy / Bed 22,1941 45% Δ*

Capital 

Reserves (2020)
$139K2

Anticipated Capital Outlays

• Resident park enhancement ($325K, 2021-22)3

• Auditorium floor ($33K) 3

Recent Capital Outlays

• Parking fence ($125K, 2020) 3

• Air unit upgrades ($63K, 2020) 3

• Tub replacement ($40K, 2020) 3

Note: the home has budgeted $358K in projected capital (2021-22). 

No projections listed beyond 2022.
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Service Profiles

Centennial Manor – Staffing Analysis
In analyzing the current 

staffing model, Centennial 

Manor is able to provide 

residents with 2.53 hours of 

direct care per day. This 

represents a gap of 1.47 hours 

when compared against the 

Provincial benchmark of 4 

direct care hours per resident 

per day. This calculation 

includes scheduled hours of 

direct care provided by PSWs, 

RPNs, and RNs. 

Centennial Manor currently 

employs 96.58 FTE’s. When 

analyzing based on positions 

that provide direct care, the 

Manor employs the following:

1. Personal Support 

Workers – 40.56 FTEs

2. Nurses – 17.52 FTEs

Sources: 

1. 2020 Staffing – FTEs – LTC 

Homes. Provided by the County.

2. 2019 Hours of Care Per Resident. 

Provided by the County. 
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Service Profiles

Centennial Manor – Other Notes
Centennial Manor maintains 

good relationships with 

Colleges and Universities in 

Ontario, and has been able to 

attract students and part-time 

staff through these channels. 

The presence of collective 

bargaining agreements has led 

to higher wages for staff, 

thereby reducing turnover and 

making the home an employer 

of choice in the region. 

The LTCH has good 

technology to report and 

monitor KPIs, budgets and 

actuals. Unlike many homes, 

Centennial Manor has 

introduced iPads to help staff 

document resident care 

efficiently and effectively. 

Finally, buildings condition 

assessments are currently 

being performed and will 

highlight areas for capital 

improvements for the future. 

Based on KPMG’s interview, 

the home has an opportunity to 

create a robust capital plan in 

conjunction with a reserve 

funding plan. These plans will 

help to finance capital assets 

and betterments for the home. 

Labour and Community Relations

• Centennial Manor offers student placements for PSWs, RPNs

and DSWs through Queen’s University, Loyalist College, Sir

Sandford Fleming and the Durham College of Applied Arts3.

• The home has partnerships with the City of Belleville and the

City of Quinte West for LTC operations. The LTC Committee is

comprised of the Warden, and three (3) elected officials from

each of the cities and Hastings County3.

• The home operates in a unionized environment with two

bargaining agents, CUPE 1133 and ONA. There are currently 4

pending arbitrations with ONA3.

• WSIB Status: Schedule 2 – the home incurs the full cost of

accident claims filed by staff3.

• The Home is accredited until 2022 with Accreditation Canada3.

Technology and Reporting

• The home uses Point Click Care for Electronic Medical Records;

eMar and e Tar for treatments and medication; i-pads for Point

of Care documentation by PSWs; Staff Stat for the automated

call out system; Point Click Care for Resident Billing; Worxhub

for maintenance requisitions; Cimtel for its nurse call system3.

• The home uses a Balanced Scorecard to track and report KPIS

including: falls, antipsychotic drugs, restraints, avoidable ER

visit, pain, complaints, medication errors etc5. The report

measures performance against established targets, thereby

allowing the home to improve quality5.

• Centennial Manor shares back-office resources with the County

including Corporate Administration, Finance, IT and HR3.

• The average occupancy rate was 98% between 2015 and 20192

Physical Assets

• The home operates with 29 lifts, 36 ceiling lifts, and 4 tubs6.

• A Building condition assessments is currently in progress and

will highlight areas of capital improvements for the home3.

• The home installed a building automation system in 20203. The

system will lead to lower maintenance costs, easier

management, automation and improved security.

• Home Class: A3. There are currently no plans to upgrade the

facility.

• The home maintains a Ford Mobility Van which is 12 years old.

Ancillary Services 

• Centennial Manor does not provide any services that generate

other revenue steams3.

• The home also offers an auditorium, hairdresser, tuck shop,

courtyard, sunroons, tv lounges, chapel, palliative room, café

(operated by QHC auxiliary but cm pays 50%) 6.

1- Internal Financial Statements 2015-2019

2- Resident Levels

3- Review of Eastern Ontario Long Term Care Facilities  Reponses

4- 2020 Capital Budget & 5 Year Forecast

5- 2019-20 Balanced Scorecard

6- Sq Footage Equipment Lists
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Service Profiles

County of Lennox And Addington
County

County Of Lennox And 

Addington

Facility

The John M. Parrott Centre

Service Delivery Model

Municipal

2019 Operating Actuals1

($,000s)

Compensation & 

Benefits
11,065

Operating Costs 1,575

Contracted 

Services
556

Program Support 635

Debt Repayment 139

Total Costs 13,970

Provincial 

Funding
(8,766)

Resident Fees (4,354)

Other Revenues -

Reserve Funding -

Total Revenues (13,120)

Net Levy 849

FTEs 159.6

Overview

The County of Lennox and Addington owns and operates one

municipal long-term care facility, the John M. Parrott Centre. The

Centre is located in Napanee, Ontario and is home to 167 residents.

The Centre operates under the direction of the Director, Long Term

Care Services who reports directly to the CAO and County Council.

The current waitlist for the facility sits at 280 clients.

The Centre employs 159.6 FTEs to provide care and support its

residents. The Centre has also implemented a collaboration initiative

with Lennox and Addington County General Hospital to share

resources, such as casting supplies and suture material, and

support efforts to reduce unnecessary emergency department visits.

The Centre participates in the Accreditation Canada Qmentum

accreditation program which helps organization strength their quality

improvement efforts. As per the 2018 accreditation Canada report,

the Centre exceeds the requirements of the program and will be

accredited until 2022.

Financial Analysis

The John M. Parrot Centre has a detailed capital program in place to

ensure the facility, grounds and equipment receive adequate

maintenance and replacement. The home has a low level of debt,

worth $2.7M, and repayments only comprised 1% of the operating

budget. A reserve of $394K exists for capital expenditures in the

near future3.

From 2014 to 2018, the home also managed to reduce it’s draw on

the municipal levy by $300K1. Together, these facts indicate the

home has strong financial management.

Compensation and benefits increased by 8% from 2014 to 2018,

and the home has moved closer to provide the four hour model of

care. Overall, compensation benefits comprise approximately 79%

of the home’s operating budget1.

Staffing Analysis

The Centre’s staffing model can be broken down as follows:

Fixed and Non-Fixed Asset Analysis

The County of Lennox & Addington owned and operated the former

Lenadco Building, which was replaced by the new John M. Parrott

Centre in 2005. The John M. Parrott Centre has 6 resident areas

with 28 beds each. The home has $2.7M outstanding on OSIFA

debentures for the new building, which should be extinguished by

20252. Compared to other homes, the John M. Parrott Centre

maintains a strong capital forecast with regular scheduled

maintenance, and a low level of debt.

Additional key statistics on the facility include the following:

• Class of Home: A

• Annual Capital Spend: $353 (2021-29) 2

• Capital Reserve: 394K3

• Age of Tubs: 1-4 years old4

• Age of Lifts: 3-7 years old4

1- FIR Data SCH 10, 40

2- 5 Year Forecast 

3- EOWC Responses

4- Asset Register 
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Service Profiles

County of Lennox And Addington – Financial Analysis
Provincial funding increased by 

8% from 2014 to 2018, while 

resident fees increased by 

12%. 

The County of Lennox and 

Addington has a strong capital 

program in place with a 10 

year forecast. Outstanding 

debentures are worth  $2.7M 

which represents a low level of 

debt compared to other homes 

in Eastern Ontario. Debt 

repayment only comprised 1% 

of 2018 expenditures.

Simultaneously, the County 

has managed to reduce the 

home’s draw on the levy by 

$300K from 2014 to 2018. The 

home also has a small reserve 

for future capital expenditures. 

Together, these facts indicate 

strong financial management 

of the home. 

Compensation and benefits 

increased between 2014 and 

2018 by $809K (8%)1  which 

has led to more hours of 

bedside care for the residents.

Notes

* Δ = change between 2015-2019

Sources

1- FIR Data SCH 10, 40 / 1220; 2-

Operating and Capital Forecast; 3-

EOWC Responses

Financial Analysis1

2019 KPIs1

Provincial 

Funding / Bed
52,178 8% Δ*

Resident Fees / 

Bed
25,919 12% Δ*

Levy / Bed 5,056 -27% Δ*

Capital 

Reserves (2020)
$394K3

Anticipated Capital Outlays

• Structural ($602K, 2020-24)

• Mechanical, electrical ($615K, 2020-24)

• Furnishings ($477K, 2020-24)

• Flooring ($359K, 2020-24)

Recent Capital Outlays

• Front balcony ($96K, 2019)

• Beds and rails ($80K, 2019)

• HVAC upgrades ($77K, 2018)

• Beds, mattresses ($73K, 2018)

Note: the home has budgeted $1.9M in projected capital (2021-24).
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Service Profiles

County of Lennox And Addington – Staffing Analysis
In analyzing the current 

staffing model, the John M. 

Parrott Centre  is able to 

provide residents with 2.74 

hours of direct care per day. 

This represents a gap of 1.26 

hours when compared against 

the Provincial benchmark of 4 

direct care hours per resident 

per day. This calculation 

includes scheduled hours of 

direct care provided by PSWs, 

RPNs, and RNs. It should be 

noted that the facility has 

recently added Resident 

Support Aides to increase 

direct care provided to 

residents, reduce the non-care 

related workload from front-line 

staff, and provide timely 

support to residents when 

staffing levels are reduced. As 

a result, the facility has seen 

an increase in daily direct care 

for residents and positive 

resident outcomes. Given the 

challenges with recruitment 

and retention and the goal of 

increasing daily direct care 

hours for residents, the RSA 

position may be a pipeline to 

fill future direct care positions.

When analyzing based on 

current direct care positions 

the facility employs 70.7 FTE 

PSWs, and 31.2 FTE Nurses.

Sources: 

1. Hours of Direct Care per Resident 

provided by the County.

2. FTE breakdown provided by the 

County. 
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Service Profiles

County of Lennox And Addington – Other Notes
The John M. Parrott Centre 

maintains good relationships 

with Colleges and Universities 

in Ontario by offering 

placement programs through 

the facility. However, not all 

programs have been able to 

run each period due to a lack 

of enrollment. 

The presence of collective 

bargaining agreements has led 

to higher wages for staff, 

thereby reducing turnover and 

making the home an employer 

of choice in the region. 

The LTCH has good 

technology to report and 

monitor KPIs, budgets and 

actuals. The presence of 

oversight of the Continuous 

Quality Improvement 

Committee was clearly present 

through review of 

documentation compared to 

other homes. 

Lifts and tubs were replaced 

within the past 7 years, and 

the Home will focus on larger 

capital projects (structural, 

mechanical) in the near future.

Labour and Community Relations

• The John M. Parrott Centre partners with Loyalist College to

offer physical space for their part-time PSW program. The

Centre also offers placements for students from St. Lawrence

College, Loyola, Loyalist, Kingston Learning Centre, and Brock

University. Program placements are for PSW, RPN, RN and

Recreation Therapy.

• The home is owned and operated by the County of Lennox and

Addington and is regulated by the Ministry of Health and Long-

Term Care under the Long-Term Care Homes Act.

• The facility operates in a unionized environment with two

bargaining agents, CUPE and ONA.

• WSIB Status: Schedule 2 – the home incurs the full cost of

accident claims filed by staff3. The facility currently has one

pending WSIB appeal.

• The facility is accredited until 2022 with Accreditation Canada10.

Technology and Reporting

• The home uses Point Click Care for Electronic Medical Records;

Quattro for staff scheduling (cloud solution); and MealSuite for

resident meal planning and menu display4.

• The home tracks the following metrics: physical abuse,

medication errors, resident/family satisfaction, falls, increasing

pain and other metrics3.

• A Continuous Quality Improvement Committee exists at the

home to drive quality improvement initiatives. The Committee

oversees the implementation of the Quality Improvement Plan3.

• The centre shares back-office resources with the County

including IT, Financial Services, and HR3. The County also

provides property services for the centre, i.e. lawn and garden

care3.

• The average occupancy rate was 98% between 2015 and 20192

Physical Assets

• The home operates with 27 lifts and 6 tubs6.

• The lifts, which are relatively new, were purchased in 2013, 2014

and 2017. Likewise, the tubs were replaced from 2016-201912.

• The home maintains a John Deere tractor purchased in 2014 for

approximately $10K. No other vehicles are maintained5.

• Home Class: A3 with full accessibility7.

• Beyond the LTCH’s 10 year forecast to 20291, the Building

Condition Assessment (2016) anticipates an additional $8.9M in

capital between 2030 and 203511.

Ancillary Services 

• The John M. Parrott Centre provides hair salon services and

generates $175/month in rents9.

• The home also offers dining rooms, family dining rooms, activity

rooms, sensory room (dementia wing), tv room, library, solarium

(recreation), McDonald hall (recreation), tea room, upper patio

balcony, patio garden area, communal garden, chapel, and a

village salon8.

1- Internal Financial Statements 2015-2019 and Capital Forecast

2- Resident Levels

3- Review of Eastern Ontario Long Term Care Facilities  Reponses

4- IT & Technology

5- Fleet Rolling Stock

6- Number of Lifts Tubs

7- Class & Accessibility

8- Type Number of Public Rooms Spaces

9- Alternative Revenue Sources

10- Accreditation Exec Summary

11- Building Condition Assessment

12- Fixed Physical Assets
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Service Profiles

Prince Edward County
County

Prince Edward County

Facility

H.J. McFarland Home

Service Delivery Model

Municipal

2019 Operating Actuals1

($,000s)

Compensation & 

Benefits 5,988

Operating Costs 715

Contracted 

Services 629

Program Support 494

Other Expenses 3

Total Costs 7,828

Provincial 

Funding
(4,006)

Resident Fees (1,757)

Total Revenues (5,763)

Net Levy 2,065

FTEs 71.68

Overview

Prince Edward County owns and operates one long-term care

facility, the H.J McFarland Home. The facility is located in Picton,

Ontario and is home to 84 residents. The home serves residents

who are 18 years and older and are in need of daily medical, nursing

and personal care services. The current waitlist for the facility sits at

95 clients.

The facility employs 71.68 FTEs to provide service and support to its

residents. The Home’s workforce is predominately female with an

average tenure of 11 years, which is greater than the industry

average.

In 2018, the facility received a three year accreditation for person-

centered long-term care services.

Financial Analysis

LTC funding from the County grew 3 times faster than Provincial

funding from 2015-2019. The County contributed $2.1M in 2019, up

from $1.5M in 20151.

Compensation and benefits increased by $1.4M during the same

time period, an increase of 31%1. This growth is among the highest

of all LTCHs in Eastern Ontario.

Although the home holds no debt, approvals are currently being

obtained to re-develop the home at a cost of ~$56M3. Re-

development will add significant debt payments to the home’s

budget. Considering the home has a small capital reserve and

performs a 5-year capital forecast, there is an opportunity to perform

longer term capital/reserve planning in order to secure the home’s

long-term viability and anticipate capital outlays.

Staffing Analysis

The home’s staffing model can be broken down as follows:

Fixed and Non-Fixed Asset Analysis

Built in 1975, the H.J McFarland Home is a Class C home with 84

beds. It is one of the smallest municipal homes in Eastern Ontario.

The home is currently being considered for re-developed with a

completion data no later than 20243.

Additional key statistics on the facility include the following:

• Class of Home: C

• Annual Capital Spend: $110 (2015-19) 2

• Capital Reserve: $461K

• Year of maturity for most beds, tubs and lifts: 20233

1- FIR SCH40; 1220

3- EOWC Responses

3- Asset Register 
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Service Profiles

Prince Edward County– Financial Analysis
LTC funding from the County 

grew 3 times faster than 

Provincial funding from 2015-

2019. 

In 2019, the County provided 

$2.1M in levy funds to the 

home. This figure has grown 

by 36% compared to 2015, 

when the County contributed 

$1.5M. During the same 

period, Provincial funding only 

increased by 12%, and 

resident fees by 3%1. 

Compensation and benefits 

increased between 2015 and 

2019 ($1.4M or 31%) leading 

to gains in direct care hours 

per resident1.

The home holds no debt and 

spent an average of 110K per 

year in capital spend from 

2015 to 2019. Notably, the 

LTCH is undergoing a re-

development at a cost of 

~$56M with a completion date 

of 2024. 

Notes

* Δ = change between 2015-2019

Sources

1- FIR SCH40; 1220; 2- EOWC 

Reponses (Financial Data); 3- EOWC 

Responses (Facilities and Capital)

Financial Analysis1

2019 KPIs

Provincial 

Funding / Bed
$47,694 12% Δ*

Resident Fees / 

Bed
$20,912 3% Δ*

Levy / Bed $16,075 36% Δ*

Capital 

Reserves (2020)
$461K

Anticipated Capital Outlays2

• The home budgeted $208K in capital expenditures for 2020

• The home is undergoing re-development at a cost of $55.8M (2024 completion)

Recent Capital Outlays3

• 16 Ceilings Lifts

• LED Lighting

• Walk-in fridge, freezer

• Garage roof
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Service Profiles

Prince Edward County– Staffing Analysis
In analyzing the current 

staffing model, H.J McFarland 

Home is able to provide 

residents with 2.96 hours of 

direct care per day. This 

represents a gap of 1.04 hours 

when compared against the 

Provincial benchmark of 4 

direct care hours per resident 

per day. This calculation 

includes scheduled hours of 

direct care provided by PSWs, 

RPNs, and RNs. 

The Home currently employs 

71.68 FTE’s. When analyzing 

based on positions that 

provide direct care, the facility 

employs the following:

1. Personal Support 

Workers – 32.10 FTEs

2. Nurses – 13.80 FTEs
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Service Profiles

Prince Edward County– Other Notes
The H.J. McFarland Home 

maintains good relationships 

with Colleges and Universities 

in Ontario by offering 

placement programs through 

the facility. The home also 

works with volunteer groups 

who support the home and its 

residents through various 

programs. 

The presence of collective 

bargaining agreements has led 

to higher wages for staff, 

thereby reducing turnover and 

making the home an employer 

of choice in the region. 

The LTCH has good 

technology to report and 

monitor KPIs, budgets and 

actuals. Among all municipal 

homes in Eastern Ontario, the 

H.J. McFarland Home 

leverages more municipal 

services, particularly the 

Communications department. 

Most beds, lifts and tubs will 

reach their useful lives by the 

year 2023, prompting further 

capital outlays. 

Labour and Community Relations

• The H.J McFarland Memorial Home offers placement programs

through Loyalist College and St. Lawrence college. The home

has also developed effective relationships with community

volunteer organizations and individuals who support internal

recreation and socialization programs1.

• In 2018, the home developed a strategic plan that outlined

initiatives to address significant changes and anticipated

challenges with LTC delivery. Input for the plan was gathered

from internal and external stakeholders1.

• The home is owned and operated by the Prince Edward County

and is funded through the Ministry of Health and Long Term

Care / South East Local Health Integration Network.

• The facility operates in a unionized environment with two

bargaining agents, CUPE and ONA1.

• The facility is accredited until 2021 with CARF International1.

Technology and Reporting

• The home uses Point Click Care for Electronic Medical Records

and implemented the Staff Stat add-on which auto-dials staff

call-outs to find shift replacements2.

• A Continuous Quality Improvement Program tracks KPIs such as

falls, care conversations with residents, hospital end-of-life care,

nurse training etc. 2

• The home has also implemented multi-disciplinary palliative care

meetings to identify care needs for specific residents. The

meetings also help to advance resident care conversations, and

adoption of the Point-Click-Care system and among initiatives2.

• The centre shares back-office resources with the County

including IT, Financial Services, HR, and Communications2.

• The average occupancy rate was 98% between 2015 and 20193.

Physical Assets

• The home operates with 8 floor lifts, 18 ceiling lifts, 2 tub lifts and

2 tubs4.

• Most beds, lifts and tubs will reach their useful lives by the year

2023 4.

• The average room measures 120 square feet, encompassing all

private, semi-private and basic rooms4

• Home Class: C.

Ancillary Services 

• The H.J. McFarland Home does not earn any ancillary revenues

through other product and service offerings.

• The home also offers an auditorium, multipurpose room, sitting

areas, dining room patio, middle courtyard, and front walkway3.

1- EOWC Reponses (Other)

2- EOWC Responses (Quality Management)

3- EOWC Responses (Residents)

4- EOWC Responses (Facilities and Capital)
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Service Profiles

County of Renfrew (Bonnechere Manor)
County

County of Renfrew

Facility

Bonnechere Manor

Service Delivery Model

Municipal

2019 Operating Actuals1

($,000s)

Compensation & 

Benefits
12,205

Operating Costs 1,616

Contracted 

Services
206

Capital 446

Program Support 176

Other Expenses 352

Total Costs 15,001

Provincial 

Funding
(8,863)

Resident Fees (4,072)

Other Revenues (2,270)

Reserve Funding (446)

Total Revenues (15,652)

Net Levy (651)

FTEs 91.9

Overview

The County of Renfrew operates two municipal homes, Bonnechere

Manor and Miramichi Lodge. Bonnechere Manor is located in

Renfrew, Ontario and is the larger of the two facilities, with a

capacity of 180 residents. Bonnechere Manor operates under the

direction of the Director, Long-Term Care and is governed by the

Long-Term Care Hoes Act and Regulations. The current waitlist for

entrance into the facility is 220 clients.

The home employs 91.90 FTEs to provide service and support to its

residents. Consistent with the LTC sector, the home’s workforce is

predominately female.

The County of Renfrew is working with Meaningful Care Matters to

implement a new operating philosophy, the Butterfly Model of Care.

The County is one of the first in the Province to transition to this

philosophy and is expected to report results to other facilities post-

implementation and evaluation.

Financial Analysis

Bonnechere Manor receives financial support from the City of

Pembroke and the County of Renfrew, each contributing 64% and

36% respectively.

Bonnechere Manor has a detailed 10 year capital program in place

to ensure the facility, grounds and equipment receive adequate

maintenance and replacement. The home reached a milestone

recently by extinguishing debt for a solar panel investment in 2019.

From 2014 to 2018, the home also reduced it’s draw on the

municipal levy by $451K1. Compared to other municipal LTC homes,

the Manor has a large capital reserve ($2.79M) from which it can

fund future capital expenditures. Together, these facts indicate the

home has sound financial management.

Compensation and benefits increased by 8% from 2014 to 2018,

and the home has moved closer to provide the four hour model of

care. Overall, compensation benefits comprise approximately 79%

of the home’s operating budget1.

Staffing Analysis

The Manor’s staffing model can be broken down as follows:

Fixed and Non-Fixed Asset Analysis

Built in 1995, Bonnechere Manor is a Class A home with 180 beds.

Together, 40% of tubs and lifts are beyond their useful lives. Two (2)

tubs are scheduled for replacement in 2024. Lifts are not currently

included in the 10 year capital forecast.

Additional key statistics on the facility include the following:

• Class of Home: A

• Annual Capital Spend: $470K (2021-2030) 2

• Capital Reserve: $2.79M

• Age of Tubs: 2-16 years old

• Age of Lifts: 1-17 years old

1- Internal Financial Statements 2019
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Service Profiles

Bonnechere Manor – Financial Analysis
The County reduced the 

home’s draw on the levy by 

$451K from 2015 to 2019. The 

County is one of the few 

municipal homes in Eastern 

Ontario to have witnessed this 

trend in the past 5 years.

Provincial funding increased by 

8% during the same period, 

and resident fees increased by 

12%. 

Compensation and benefits, 

which represent 81% of the 

2019 operating budget, 

increased between 2014 and 

2018 by $1M (9%)1.This 

increase has led to more hours 

of bedside care for the 

residents.

The home employs sound 

capital management 

techniques and forecasts 

capital expenditures over a 10 

year window. Notably, all 

capital items on the forecast 

were assigned a score in order 

to rank them by priority. 

Notes

* Δ = change between 2015-2019

Sources

1- Internal financial statements for the 

years 2015-2019; 2- 10 Year Capital 

Plans; 3- Capital Additions

Financial Analysis1

2019 KPIs

Provincial 

Funding / Bed
49,2381 8% Δ*

Resident Fees / 

Bed
22,6251 12% Δ*

Levy / Bed 7,7441 -20% Δ*

Capital 

Reserves (2020)
$2.79M

Anticipated Capital Outlays2

• Chillers ($520K, 2021)

• Generator ($500K, 2021)

• Roofing ($647, 2021-23)

• Water Heaters ($175, 2024)

Recent Capital Outlays3

• Building Superstructure ($129K, 2019)

• Air Handling Unit ($75K, 2018)

• Phase 5 flat roof system ($189K, 2019)

81%

15%

3%1%

2019 Expenditures (%)

Compensation & Benefits

Other Operating Costs

Capital

Debt Repayment

Note: the home has budgeted $4.7M in projected capital (2021-30).
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Service Profiles

Bonnechere Manor – Staffing Analysis
In analyzing the current 

staffing model, the 

Bonnechere Manor is able to 

provide residents with 2.68 

hours of direct care per day. 

This represents a gap of 1.32 

hours when compared against 

the Provincial benchmark of 4 

direct care hours per resident 

per day. This calculation 

includes scheduled hours of 

direct care provided by PSWs, 

RPNs, and RNs. 

The Bonnechere Manor 

currently employs 91.90 FTE’s. 

When analyzing based on 

positions that provide direct 

care, the facility employs the 

following:

1. Personal Support 

Workers – 61.8 FTEs

2. Nurses – 25.20 FTEs

Sources: 

1. 2019 staffing count provided by 

the County.

2. Hours of care per resident 

provided by the County.
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Service Profiles

Bonnechere Manor – Other Notes
Bonnechere Manor maintains 

good relationships with 

Colleges and Universities in 

Ontario by offering onsite 

classrooms, labs, and clinical 

placements for students. 

The presence of collective 

bargaining agreements has led 

to higher wages for staff, 

thereby reducing turnover and 

making the home an employer 

of choice in the region. 

The LTCH has good 

technology to report and 

monitor KPIs, budgets and 

actuals. Reports sent to the 

Continuous Quality 

Improvement Committee were 

robust in quality and simple to 

understand relative to other 

homes. 

Together, 40% of lifts and tubs 

are beyond their useful lives. 

Labour and Community Relations

• Bonnechere Manor partners with Algonquin College to provide

onsite classroom, lab and clinical placements for PSW students.

• Other college/university partners include Canadore College,

Nipissing University, and the University of Ottawa.

• The facility hosts a job fair for all graduates looking to enter into

healthcare and long-term care.

• The facility operates in a unionized environment with two

bargaining agents, CUPE and ONA.

• The facility currently has 3 active ONA policy grievances.

• The facility holds an Accredited with Exemplary Status until 2023

with Accreditation Canada

Technology and Reporting

• The home uses Point Click Care for Electronic Medical Records;

Staff Schedule Care for scheduling; eMar for medication; PM

Works for building work orders; and Austico for the nurse call

system5.

• A Continuous Quality Improvement Committee exists at the

home to drive quality improvement initiatives. The Committee

oversees the implementation of the Quality Improvement Plan,

and reviews progress reports regularly6.

• The home tracks the following metrics: ED visits, results from the

resident surveys, ulcer development etc. Reports to the Quality

Improvement Committee contain actions plans which are tracked

to completion6.

• The centre shares back-office resources with the County

including HR, IT and Finance7.

• The average occupancy rate was 99% between 2014 and 20192

Physical Assets

• The home operates with 70 lifts and 11 tubs9.

• Lifts in the home are between 1-17 years old, with 29 that are

just beyond or well beyond their useful lives9.

• Tubs in the home are between 2-16 years old, with 3 that are

just beyond or well beyond their useful lives9.

• Home Class: A with full accessibility.

Ancillary Services 

• Bonnechere Manor has 3 alternative revenue sources: facility

room rentals, FIT revenue and cable/phone system8.

• The home also offers an auditorium, chapel, 6 lounges, 3 activity

areas with kitchens, 2 respite care rooms, 2 day programs, 4

outside courtyards, 2 physiotherapy rooms, and a palliative care

suite4.

1- Internal Financial Statements 2015-2019 and Capital Forecast

2- Occupancy %

3- Review of Eastern Ontario Long Term Care Facilities  Reponses

4- Type Number of Public Rooms Spaces

5- IT and Technology

6- Quality Improvement Plan

7- Shared Back Office Functions

8- Alternative Revenue Sources

9- Lifts and Tubs
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Service Profiles

County of Renfrew (Miramichi Lodge)
County

County of Renfrew

Facility

Miramichi Lodge

Service Delivery Model

Municipal

2019 Operating Actuals 

($,000s)

Compensation & 

Benefits
11,472 

Operating Costs 1,633 

Contracted 

Services
422 

Capital 478

Program Support 176

Other Expenses 713

Total Costs 14,894

Provincial 

Funding
(8,192)

Resident Fees (4,256)

Other Revenues (2,387)

Reserve Funding (478)

Total Revenues (15,313)

Net Levy (419)

FTEs 102.2

Overview

The County of Renfrew operates two municipal homes, Bonnechere

Manor and Miramichi Lodge. Miramichi Lodge is located in

Pembroke, Ontario and is the smaller of the two facilities, with a

capacity of 166 residents. Similar to Bonnechere Manor, Miramichi

Lodge operates under the direction of the Director, Long-Term Care

and is governed by the Long-Term Care Homes Act and

Regulations. The current waitlist for entrance into the facility is 348

clients.

The home employs 102.2 FTEs to provide service and support to its

residents. Consistent with the LTC sector, the home’s workforce is

predominately female.

The County of Renfrew is working with Meaningful Care Matters to

implement a new operating philosophy, the Butterfly Model of Care.

The County is one of the first in the Province to transition to this

philosophy and is expected to report results to other facilities post-

implementation and evaluation.

Financial Analysis

Miramichi Lodge receives financial support from the City of

Pembroke and the County of Renfrew, each contributing 64% and

36% respectively. LTC funding from the County grew faster than

Provincial funding from 2015-2019 (65% vs. 10%), indicating a

strong commitment to municipal long-term care.

The Lodge has a detailed 10 year capital program in place to ensure

the facility, grounds and equipment receive adequate maintenance

and replacement. The home also owed $2.7M in debentures, and

had a capital reserved of $1.4M at the end of 2019. Together, these

facts indicate the home has sound financial management.

Compensation and benefits grew by 16% from 2015 to 2019 – a

large increase relative to the other homes. The home has taken big

steps towards the 4 hour model of care.

Staffing Analysis

The Lodge’s staffing model can be broken down as follows:

Fixed and Non-Fixed Asset Analysis

Built in 2004, Miramichi Lode is a Class A home with 166 beds. It is

one of the newer municipal homes in Eastern Ontario. More than

half of the lifts and tubs are beyond their useful lives, and there is an

opportunity to add them to the 10 year forecast.

Additional key statistics on the facility include the following:

• Class of Home: A

• Annual Capital Spend: $450K (2021-2030) 2

• Capital Reserve: $1.4M

• Age of Tubs: 1-12 years old

• Age of Lifts: 0-12 years old

1- Internal Financial Statements 2019
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Service Profiles

Miramichi Lodge – Financial Analysis
LTC funding from the County 

grew faster than Provincial 

funding from 2015-2019. 

In 2019, the County provided 

$1.2M in levy funds to the 

home. This figure has grown 

by 65% compared to 2015, 

when the County contributed 

$755K. During the same 

period, Provincial funding only 

increased by 7%, and resident 

fees by 10%1. 

Compensation and benefits, 

which represent 77% of the 

2019 operating budget, 

increased between 2014 and 

2018 by $1.5M (16%)1. This 

increase has led to more hours 

of bedside care for the 

residents.

The home employs sound 

capital management 

techniques and forecasts 

capital expenditures over 10 

years. 

At the end of 2019, the home 

had $2.7M in debentures 

owing. 

Sources

1- Internal financial statements for the 

years 2015-2019; 2-10 Year Capital 

Forecast; 3- Capital Additions

Financial Analysis1

2019 KPIs

Provincial 

Funding / Bed
49,3481 7% Δ*

Resident Fees / 

Bed
25,6381 10% Δ*

Levy / Bed 7,4981 65% Δ*

Capital 

Reserves (2020)
$1.4M

Anticipated Capital Outlays2

• Nurse Call System ($250K, 2022)

• Hydronic Distribution Systems ($240K, 2027)

• Elevator ($123K, 2021)

• Hot Water Boiler ($100K, 2023)

Recent Capital Outlays3

• Superstructure betterment ($209, 2019)

• Parking lot lighting ($89K, 2019)

• Elevators ($54K, 2018)

77%

16%

3%4%

2019 Expenditures (%)

Compensation & Benefits

Other Operating Costs

Capital

Debt Repayment

Note: the home has budgeted $4.5M in projected capital (2021-30).
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Service Profiles

Miramichi Lodge – Staffing Analysis
In analyzing the current 

staffing model, the Miramichi 

Lodge is able to provide 

residents with 2.80 hours of 

direct care per day. This 

represents a gap of 1.20 hours 

when compared against the 

Provincial benchmark of 4 

direct care hours per resident 

per day. This calculation 

includes scheduled hours of 

direct care provided by PSWs, 

RPNs, and RNs. 

The Miramichi Lodge currently 

employs 93.50 FTE’s. When 

analyzing based on positions 

that provide direct care, the 

facility employs the following:

1. Personal Support 

Workers – 63.40 FTEs

2. Nurses – 25.20 FTEs

Sources: 

1. 2019 staffing count provided by 

the County.

2. Hours of care per resident 

provided by the County.
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Service Profiles

Miramichi Lodge – Other Notes
Miramichi Lodge maintains 

good relationships with 

Colleges and Universities in 

Ontario by offering onsite 

classrooms, labs, and clinical 

placements for students. 

The presence of collective 

bargaining agreements has led 

to higher wages for staff, 

thereby reducing turnover and 

making the home an employer 

of choice in the region. 

The LTCH has good 

technology to report and 

monitor KPIs, budgets and 

actuals. Reports sent to the 

Continuous Quality 

Improvement Committee were 

robust in quality and simple to 

understand relative to other 

homes. KPIs on quality are 

grouped into 3 themes: timely 

and efficient transition, service 

excellence, and safe and 

effective care.

More than 50% of lifts and tubs 

are beyond their useful lives. 

Labour and Community Relations

• The Lodge is partnered with various college/universities to

provide placement programs. Partners include Canadore

College, Nipissing University, and the University of Ottawa.

• The facility operates in a unionized environment with two

bargaining agents, CUPE and ONA.

• The Lodge has 5 active CUPE grievances and 3 active ONA

grievances.

• There are currently 2 active WSIB appeals.

• The facility holds an Accredited with Exemplary Status until 2022

with Accreditation Canada

Technology and Reporting

• The home uses Point Click Care for Electronic Medical Records;

Staff Schedule Care for scheduling; eMar for medication; PM

Works for building work orders; and Cimtel for the nurse call

system5.

• A Continuous Quality Improvement Committee exists at the

home to drive quality improvement initiatives. The Committee

oversees the implementation of the Quality Improvement Plan,

and reviews progress reports regularly6.

• The home tracks the following metrics: ED visits, results from the

resident surveys, ulcer development etc. Reports to the Quality

Improvement Committee contain actions plans which are tracked

to completion6.

• The centre shares back-office resources with the County

including HR, IT and Finance7.

• The average occupancy rate was 99% between 2015 and 20192

Physical Assets

• The home operates with 116 lifts and 6 tubs9.

• Lifts in the home are between 0-12 years old, and 69% of them

have passed their useful lives.

• Half of all tubs in the home were purchased in 2008, and have

surpassed their useful lives; the remaining half were purchased

in 2019.

• Home Class: A with full accessibility.

Ancillary Services 

• Bonnechere Manor has 3 alternative revenue sources:

donations, leasing and the cable/phone system1.

• The home also offers an auditorium, chapel and 2 respite care

rooms4.

1- Internal Financial Statements 2015-2019 and Capital Forecast

2- Resident Levels

3- Review of Eastern Ontario Long Term Care Facilities  Reponses

4- Type Number of Public Rooms Spaces

5- IT and Technology

6- Quality Improvement Plan

7- Shared Back Office Functions

8- Alternative Revenue Sources

9- Lifts and Tubs
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Service Profiles

United Counties of Prescott and Russell (UCPR)
County

United Counties of Prescott 

and Russell

Facility

Prescott and Russell 

Residence

Service Delivery Model

Municipal

2019 Operating Actuals1

($,000s)

Compensation & 

Benefits
11,275

Operating Costs 1,576

Contracted 

Services
261

Capital 1,245

Program Support 1,173

Other Expenses 113

Total Costs 15,643

Provincial 

Funding
(7,306)

Resident Fees (3,170)

Other Revenues (355)

Total Revenues (10,831)

Net Levy 4,812

FTEs 140

Overview

The United Counties of Prescott and Russell own and operate one

long-term care facility, the Prescott and Russell Residence. The

Residence is located in Hawkesbury, Ontario and is home to ~146

residents. The Residence is governed by the Champlain Local

Health Integration Network and the Management Committee

consisting of four Council members and the Residence Committee.

The current waitlist for entrance into the facility sits at approximately

163 days.

The homes overarching operating philosophy is to provide

excellence, empathy and commitment to its residents and staff.

The home employs 140.4 FTEs to provide service and support to its

residents. Approximately 66% of FTEs are position that provide

direct care to residents on a daily basis (i.e., PSWs, RPNs, RNs). A

unique challenge for the home is the requirement to have bi-lingual

direct care staff, which limits the resource pool.

Financial Analysis

The United Counties of Prescott and Russell reduced the home’s

draw on the levy by $885K (16%) from 2015 to 2019, and is one of

the few municipal homes in Eastern Ontario to have done so.

The home will undergo re-development at a cost of ~$81M, thereby

increasing total resident capacity to 224 beds. Considering the home

has a reserve of $11.1M and the Province will contribution a

significant portion of re-development costs, the home will need a

debenture of approximately $46M-$57M. The home has no

outstanding debt as of November, 2020.

Compensation and benefits increased by 0.2% from 2015 to 2019,

indicating little growth in direct care hours per resident. The home

will need to prioritize growth in staffing (compensation and benefits)

in order to serve more residents and achieve the 4 hour model of

care after re-development is complete.

Staffing Analysis

The home’s staffing model can be broken down as follows:

Fixed and Non-Fixed Asset Analysis

Built in 1977, the Prescott and Russell Residence is a Class C home

with 144 licenses for LTC beds and 2 licenses for respite beds. The

home is a middle-aged home and has one of the largest capital

reserves compared to other municipal LTCHs in Eastern Ontario.

Additional key statistics on the facility include the following:

• Class of Home: C

• Capital Reserves: $11.1M2

• Average Capital Spend / Year: $652K (2015-19)

• Age of Tubs: 3-10 years old

1- Internal Financial Statements (2015-19)
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Service Profiles

UCPR – Financial Analysis
The County reduced the 

home’s draw on the levy by 

$885K (16%) from 2015 to 

2019. The County is one of the 

few municipal homes in 

Eastern Ontario to have 

witnessed this trend in the past 

5 years.

Provincial funding increased by 

9% during the same period, 

and resident fees increased by 

13%. 

Compensation and benefits, 

which represent 72% of 

expenditures in 2019, 

increased between 2014 and 

2018 by 0.2%. For this reason, 

direct care hours per resident 

has seen little growth in the 

past 5 years.

Capital spend represented 8% 

of all expenditures in 2019, 

which is significantly above the 

average of municipal homes in 

Eastern Ontario due to the 

acquisition of land ($1.4M) for 

construction of the new facility.

Notes

* Δ = change between 2015-2019

Sources

Internal financial statements for the years 

2015-2019

Financial Analysis1

2019 KPIs

Provincial 

Funding / Bed
$50,043 9% Δ*

Resident Fees / 

Bed
$21,709 13% Δ*

Levy / Bed $32,957 -16% Δ*

Capital 

Reserves
$11.1M

Anticipated Capital Outlays

• The home is undergoing re-development at a cost of approximately $81M. The new 

home will increase the number of beds from 146 to 224. Constructions bids were submitted 

in June, 2020. The Province of Ontario will pay for a significant portion of the project, while 

the County will take on a debenture for the difference. 

Recent Capital Outlays

• Land ($1.4M, 2019)

• Bath tubs ($48K, 2016-17)

• Oven ($21K, 2016)
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Service Profiles

UCPR – Staffing Analysis
In analyzing the current 

staffing model, the Residence 

is able to provide residents 

with 3.25 hours of direct care 

per day. This represents a gap 

of 0.75 hours when compared 

against the Provincial 

benchmark of 4 direct care 

hours per resident per day. 

This calculation includes 

scheduled hours of direct care 

provided by PSWs, RPNs, and 

RNs. 

The Residence currently 

employs 140.4 FTE’s. When 

analyzing based on positions 

that provide direct care, the 

facility employs the following:

1. Personal Support 

Workers – 62.00 FTEs

2. Nurses – 30.80 FTEs

Sources: 

1. 2019 staffing breakdown. Provided 

by the County

2. 2019 staffing counts – number of 

hours per year. Provided by the 

County
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Service Profiles

UCPR - Other Notes
The Residence good 

relationships with Colleges and 

Universities in Ontario by 

offering placement programs 

for PSWs, RNs, and RPNs 

through the facility. The 

Residence also works closely 

with local volunteer groups 

who provide additional 

recreation and social programs 

for residents.

The presence of collective 

bargaining agreements has led 

to higher wages for staff, 

thereby reducing turnover and 

making the home an employer 

of choice in the region. 

The LTCH has a quality 

improvement program and 

tracks KPIs in a spreadsheet, 

including targets, actuals and 

quality improvement measures 

to achieve the target. 

Tubs, lifts and beds will be 

replaced upon re-development. 

Labour and Community Relations

• The Residence offers student placement for PSW, RPN, and RN

programs in partnership with local colleges and universities2.

• The Residence maintains a pool of community volunteers that

help with resident programming and palliative care2.

• The facility operates in a unionized environment with two

bargaining agents, CUPE and AIO2.

• WSIB Status: Schedule 2 – the home incurs the full cost of

accident claims filed by staff. Currently, there is one WSIB

appeal pending2.

Technology and Reporting

• The home uses Med e-care for patient plans of care, medication

etc.; Kronos and CleverAnt for schedule management; Nurse

Call for bedside monitoring; GoldCare for resident financial

record management; and FMW for budgeting2.

• The home has a quality improvement program and tracks

metrics in 3 themes: efficiencies, service excellence, and

safety/care. KPIs include the # of consultations leading to

hospitalization, resolved complaints, resident satisfaction, and

early identification of potentially mortal illness5.

• The centre shares back-office resources with the County

including HR, IT, Finance and Engineering2.

• The average occupancy rate was 97% between 2015 and 20192.

Physical Assets

• The home operates with 10 tubs, none of which have surpassed

their useful lives. Tubs and lifts will be replaced with re-

development of the new facility3.

• Re-development will add 78 beds to the existing 146, bringing

the total to 224 beds2.

• Home Class: C with full accessibility2.

Ancillary Services 

• The home earned an average of $53K per year from 2015 to

2019 for various ancillary services (cost recoveries and

donations)1.

• Like other homes, the Prescott Russell Residence offers

professional hairdresser services, although residents pay for

these services with their own monies.

1- Internal Financial Statements 2015-2019

2- Review of Eastern Ontario Long Term Care Facilities  Reponses

4- Fixed Asset Register

5- Workplan
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Service Profiles

Northumberland County
County

Northumberland County

Facility

Golden Plough Lodge

Service Delivery Model

Municipal

2019 Operating Actuals1

($,000s)

Compensation & 

Benefits
12,161

Operating Costs 1,746

Contracted 

Services
380

Capital 260

Program Support 1,050

Other Expenses 101

Total Costs 15,698

Provincial 

Funding
(7,426)

Resident Fees (3,351)

Other Revenues (240)

Reserve Funding (1)

Total Revenues (11,018)

Net Levy 4,680

FTEs 133.5

Overview

The County of Northumberland owns and operates one long-term

care facility, the Golden Plough Lodge. The Lodge is located in

Cobourg, Ontario and is home to 151 residents. The Lodge is

governed by the provincial Long term Care Homes Act and the

Ministries of Health and Long-Term Care. The current wait time for

entrance into the Lodge is approximately 355 days long.

The Lodge employs 133.5 FTEs to provide service and support to

its residents. Consistent with the LTC sector, the Lodge’s workforce

is predominately female (88%) with less than 5 years of experience.

In 2010, the Lodge adopted the Eden Philosophy of Care as its

overarching operational philosophy. This philosophy promotes

resident centered community and the development of relationships

between staff and residents.

Financial Analysis

Growth in the County’s levy contribution to Golden Plough Lodge

exceeded the Province’s contribution growth by 2% from 2015-

20191.

The Golden Plough Lodge will undergo re-development from 2020-

2022 at a cost of ~82M. The new facility will have 180 Class A beds,

an increase of 19% relative to the current lodge2.

The lodge has a reserve position of $5.4M, most of which is

reserved for the new build. With re-development, the LTCH has

forecast the following figures in 20253:

• Taxation: $10.3M

• Provincial revenues: $11.2M

• Compensation & benefits: $15.4M

• Debt Repayment: $5.5M

Staffing Analysis

The Lodge’s staffing model can be broken down as follows:

Fixed and Non-Fixed Asset Analysis

Built in 1958,, the Golden Plough Lodge is one of the oldest

municipal LTCHs in Eastern Ontario. The home uses advanced

capital planning and budgeting software compared to the other

homes, and will upgrade beds, lifts and tubs prior to operating the

new facility in 2022.

Additional key statistics on the facility include the following:

• Class of Home: 64 Class B beds; 87 Class C beds3.

• Annual Capital Spend: $188K (2021-2030) 3

• Capital Reserve: $5.4M2

• Age of Tubs: 1-13 years old3

• Age of Lifts: 0-13 years old3

1- Internal Financial Statements (2015-19)

2- EOWC Responses 

3- Long-Term Plan

4- Asset Register
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Service Profiles

Northumberland County – Financial Analysis
LTC funding from the County  

grew faster than Provincial 

funding from 2015-2019. 

In 2019, the County provided 

$4.7M in levy funds to the 

home. This figure grew by 9% 

compared to 2015, when the 

County contributed $4.3M. 

During the same period, 

Provincial funding increased by 

7%, and resident fees by 9%. 

The home invested ~$260K 

per year in capital from 2015 to 

2019. 

Compensation and benefits 

increased significantly between 

2015 and 2019 ($1.7M or 

16%), moving the lodge closer 

to a 4 hour model of care.

Notes

* Δ = change between 2015-2019

Sources

1- Internal financial statements for the 

years 2015-2019; 2- 10 Year Capital 

Plan; 3- EOWC Responses

Financial Analysis1

2019 KPIs

Provincial 

Funding / Bed
49,1811 7% Δ*

Resident Fees / 

Bed
22,1931 9% Δ*

Levy / Bed 30,9941 9% Δ*

Capital 

Reserves (2020)
$5.4M3

Anticipated Capital Outlays3

• The home is undergoing re-development at a cost of approximately $82M. The new 

home will increase the number of beds from 151 to 180. A mixed-use facility, the new 

Golden Plough Lodge will include an integration with the Northumberland County 

Archives and Museum. 

Recent Capital Outlays2

• Lighting ($32K, 2020)

• Exterior siding ($32K, 2020)

• Patient call centres ($45K, 2019)

• Electrical ($24K, 2018)
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Service Profiles

Northumberland County – Staffing Analysis
In analyzing the current 

staffing model, the Lodge is 

able to provide residents with 

2.42 hours of direct care per 

day. This represents a gap of 

1.58 hours when compared 

against the Provincial 

benchmark of 4 direct care 

hours per resident per day. 

This calculation includes 

scheduled hours of direct care 

provided by PSWs, RPNs, and 

RNs. 

The Lodge currently employs 

133.5 FTE’s. When analyzing 

based on positions that 

provide direct care, the facility 

employs the following:

1. Personal Support 

Workers – 52.5 FTEs

2. Nurses – 30.0 FTEs

Sources: 

1. Staff breakdown provided by the 

County.

2. Hours of care analysis provided by 

the County.
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Service Profiles

Northumberland County - Other Notes
The Golden Plough Lodge 

offers opportunities for 

students to work in the home 

although the program is 

paused during the pandemic. 

The presence of collective 

bargaining agreements has led 

to higher wages for staff, 

thereby reducing turnover and 

making the home an employer 

of choice in the region. 

The LTCH’s Continuous 

Quality Improvement 

Committee maintains oversight 

of quality improvement 

initiatives in the home (nursing, 

life enrichment, dietary, 

maintenance, housekeeping, 

laundry etc.).

The home will upgrade lifts and 

tubs when it transitions to the 

new facility in 2022. 

Labour and Community Relations

• The Golden Plough Lodge offers preceptors and placements for

students looking to pursue a career as a PSW, RN, or RPN. This

program has been put on pause during the pandemic.

• The Lodge partners with the Ontario Renal Network to offer

Peritoneal Dialysis care.

• The facility operates in a unionized environment with two

bargaining agents, CUPE and ONA.

• WSIB Status: Schedule 2 – the home incurs the full cost of

accident claims filed by staff. There is currently two pending

WSIB appeals.

• The facility is accredited until 2022 with CARF International.

Technology and Reporting

• The home uses Point Click Care for its electronic health records

system; eMAR for medication management; POC for charting;

Zoom/TeleHealth for remote medical visits; JBS Time Manager

for scheduling; and is installing Microsoft Office 365 for office

automation and efficiency1.

• A Continuous Quality Improvement Committee exists at the

home to drive quality improvement initiatives. The Committee

oversees the implementation of quality improvement initiatives

and indicators, such as the resident satisfaction survey. the

Quality Improvement Plan, and reviews progress reports

regularly6.

• The centre shares back-office resources with the County

including HR, IT, Finance and Engineering3.

• The average occupancy rate was 99% between 2015 and 20192.

Physical Assets

• The home operates with 23 lifts, and purchased them between

2007-20174.

• The Golden Plough Lodge also has 10 tubs, purchased between

2003 and 20094.

• The home has a 2007 Ford F-450 bus with only 44,000 KMs and

a net book value of $40K4.

• Home Class: 64 Class B beds; 87 Class C beds3.

Ancillary Services 

• The home also offers 9 lounge areas, a café, celebration dining

room, 2 outdoor courtyards, lobby, smoking area, auditorium,

chapel, and an auditorium3.

1- EOWC Responses (Quality Management)

2- Resident Levels

3- Review of Eastern Ontario Long Term Care Facilities  Reponses

4- Asset Register

5- EOWC Responses (Financial)
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Service Profiles

City of Kawartha Lakes
County

City of Kawartha Lakes

Facility

Victoria Manor Home for the 

Aged

Service Delivery Model

Municipal Operation w/ 

Management Agreement

Operating Budget1 ($,000s)

Compensation & 

Benefits
10,770

Operating Costs 2,322

Contracted 

Services
185

Other Expenses 39

Total Costs 13,316

Provincial 

Funding
(8,164)

Resident Fees (4,064)

Total Revenues (12,228)

Net Levy 1,088

FTEs 120

Overview

The City of Kawartha Lakes owns and operates one long-term care

facility, the Victoria Manor Home for the Aged. The Manor is located

in Lindsay, Ontario and is home to 166 residents. The Manor is

governed by a Committee of Management composed of three

Kawartha Lakes councilors. The Manor also has a management

agreement with Sienna Senior Living Corp to provide management

services (i.e., LTC Administrator is a Sienna employee).

The Manor employs 120.4 FTEs to provide service and support to its

residents.

Financial Analysis

Growth in the City’s levy contribution (183%) to the home was

greater than growth in Provincial funding (16%) from 2015-2019,

proportionally speaking.

Among municipal homes in Eastern Ontario, the LTCH significantly

increased its contribution for compensation and benefits during that

same period – leading to growth in direct care hours per resident.

The Victoria Manor Home for the Aged is in the early stages of a re-

development application, estimated at $49M, for a 160 bed facility.

The home is the only home in Eastern Ontario considering

downsizing. Further analysis is required to estimate re-development

costs with accuracy.

There is an opportunity to perform robust reserve planning in order

to ensure the long-term financial viability of the home, particularly

after re-development. The home’s current capital reserve is -0-.

Staffing Analysis

The home's staffing model can be broken down as follows:

Fixed and Non-Fixed Asset Analysis

Built in 1989, the Victoria Manor Home for the Aged is the only

municipal LTCH in Eastern Ontario that uses a Management

Agreement with a private operator. The home spends $150K per

year for capital upgrades (Structural Compliance per Diem) and has

no reserves2.

Additional key statistics on the facility include the following:

• Class of Home: B (general resp)

• Annual Capital Spend: ~150K (general)

• Capital Reserve: $02

1- Internal Financial Statements (2015-19)

2- EOWC Responses 

3- Long-Term Plan

4- Asset Register
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Recent Capital Outlays2

• Retrofitting (lighting)

Service Profiles

City of Kawartha Lakes– Financial Analysis
LTC funding from the City grew 

faster than Provincial funding 

from 2015-2019. 

In 2019, the City provided 

$1.1M in levy funds to the 

home. This figure grew by 

183% compared to 2015, 

when the City contributed 

$385K. During the same 

period, Provincial funding 

increased by 16%, and 

resident fees by 25%. 

On average, the home spends 

~150K per year on capital 

improvements and 

replacements2. These costs 

flow through the home’s 

reserve account. 

Compensation and benefits 

increased significantly between 

2015 and 2019 ($2.6M or 

32%), moving the LTCH closer 

to a 4 hour model of care.

Notes

* Δ = change between 2015-2019

Sources

1- Internal financial statements for the 

years 2015-2019; 2- EOWC Responses

Financial Analysis1

2019 KPIs

Provincial 

Funding / Bed
49,7791 16% Δ*

Resident Fees / 

Bed

24,7831

25% Δ*

Levy / Bed
6,6341

183% Δ*

Capital 

Reserves (2020)
$02

Anticipated Capital Outlays2

• The home is in the early stages of a re-development application with a high-level cost 

of $49M. Note: detailed projections and calculations have yet to be performed.  The 

new home will house 160 beds, compared to 166 beds currently provided. 
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Service Profiles

City of Kawartha Lakes– Staffing Analysis
In analyzing the current 

staffing model, Victoria Manor 

is able to provide residents 

with 2.51 hours of direct care 

per day. This represents a gap 

of 1.49 hours when compared 

against the Provincial 

benchmark of 4 direct care 

hours per resident per day. 

This calculation includes 

scheduled hours of direct care 

provided by PSWs, RPNs, and 

RNs. 

The Manor currently employs 

120.4 FTE’s. When analyzing 

based on positions that 

provide direct care, the facility 

employs the following:

1. Personal Support 

Workers – 55.9 FTEs

2. Nurses – 24.0 FTEs

Sources: 

1. 2019 staffing analysis provided by 

the municipality

2. 2019 total hours worked provided 

by the municipality.
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Service Profiles

City of Kawartha Lakes - Other Notes
The Victoria Manor Home for 

the Aged has good 

relationships with various 

Universities and Colleges, and 

attracts PSWs, RPNs and RNs 

through these channels. 

The presence of collective 

bargaining agreements and 

pay equity settlements has led 

to higher wages for staff, 

thereby reducing turnover and 

making the home an employer 

of choice in the region. 

The home maintains a quality 

improvement program which 

provides oversight KPIs. Of 

note, the home is the only 

Municipal home in Eastern 

Ontario that uses Lean Six 

Sigma to improve quality, 

based on responses provided.

Upgrades to capital assets 

such as beds, lifts and tubs will 

be made upon re-development 

of the new facility. 

Labour and Community Relations

• The Manor is partnered with various college/universities to

provide placement programs for PSWs, RPNs, and RNs.

Partners include Durham College, Fleming College, Conestoga

College, Loyalist College, Trent University, and York University.

• The Manor also has a local partnership with the Ross Memorial

Hospital.

• The facility operates in a unionized environment with three

bargaining agents: CUPE 855, CUPE 1167, and ONA.

• WSIB Status: Schedule 2 – the home incurs the full cost of

accident claims filed by staff. There are no pending WSIB

appeals.

• The facility holds an Accredited until 2022 with CARF.

Technology and Reporting

• The home uses Point Click Care for its electronic health records

system; eMAR for medication management; Staff Schedule Care

for scheduling; and Responder for the call bell system2.

• The home tracks the following KPIs: # of residents requiring

rehabilitation and extensive services; # of residents with clinically

complex cases and reduced physical function; average length of

stay; employee turnover; staffing survey results etc. 2.

• Quality improvement tools include Lean Six Sigma, Balanced

Scorecard, Health Quality Ontario indicators, and survey

results2.

• The centre shares back-office resources with the City including

HR, IT, and Finance2.

Physical Assets

• The home operates with 21 lifts, 8 tubs and 8 showers2.

• Many physical assets will be replaced with re-development of the

LTCH2.

• The home does not maintain a fleet or rolling stock of vehicles2.

• Home Class: B2.

Ancillary Services 

• The home earns revenue from hairdressing services (10% of

weekly revenue generated in the home) 2.

• The LTCH provides the following services and amenities: a

games room, auditorium, atrium, hair dresser, exercise, library,

laundry, activity room with kitchenette, chapel, family friendly

rooms (4), TV rooms (4), centre core rooms (4) for music and

sitting, dining rooms, two outside garden areas, balconies (2),

walk way around building with benches along the way, smoking

hut, sitting areas in all main hallways, gathering place (tea coffee

sold), fire place lounge and a secure home unit2.

1- Internal Financial Statements (2015-19)

2- EOWC Responses  (General)
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Service Profiles

United Counties of Leeds and Grenville (Maple View Lodge)
County

United Counties of Leeds and 

Grenville

Facility

Maple View Lodge

Service Delivery Model

Municipal

Operating Budget1 ($,000s)

Compensation & 

Benefits 5,129

Operating Costs 883

Capital 225

Program Support 472

Other Expenses 228

Total Costs 6,937

Provincial 

Funding
(2,996)

Resident Fees (1,295)

Other Revenues (49)

Total Revenues (4,441)

Net Levy 2,497

FTEs 66.40

Overview

The United Counties of Leeds and Grenville owns and operates two

long-term care facilities, Maple View Lodge and St. Lawrence

Lodge. Maple View Lodge is located in Athens, Ontario and is the

smaller of the facilities with a capacity of 60 residents. The Lodge is

governed by a Committee of Management that is made up of

elected officials including Mayors of local municipalities, the CAO,

and the LTC Administrator.

The Lodge’s overarching operating philosophy is to encourage

residents to maintain their unique identities and lifestyles through a

resident centered care approach that adopts aspects of well-known

philosophies such as the Butterfly model.

Financial Analysis

The United Counties of Leeds and Grenville reduced funding to the

Maple View Lodge from 2015 to 2019 by 2%, while the Province

increased its funding by 20% during that same time3. Growth in

Provincial has been the highest among all municipal homes in

Eastern Ontario during this period.

Compensation and benefits increased by 12% from 2015-2019 but

only comprised 74% of expenses in 20193 – which is lower than the

majority of member municipalities in the EOWC.

A re-development, valued at ~$64M, will increase the number of

beds from 60 to 192 – the largest growth among all homes under re-

development1.

Staffing Analysis

The Lodge’s staffing model can be broken down as follows:

Fixed and Non-Fixed Asset Analysis

Built in 1895 and re-developed in 2003, the Maple View Lodge

provides a banquet of services to its residents. Capital expenditures

were high between 2015 and 2019 in keeping with the age of the

home3. Assets like beds, lifts and tubs will be replaced when the

home undergoes a transformational re-development in the fall of

2023.

Additional key statistics on the facility include the following:

• Class of Home: 60 Class A beds

• Annual Capital Spend: ~219K on average (2015-19)3

• Capital Reserve: $1.8M1

1- EOWC Reponses

2- Fixed Asset Ledger

3- Internal Financial Statements (2015-2019)
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Service Profiles

Maple View Lodge– Financial Analysis
The County reduced the 

home’s draw on the levy by 2% 

from 2015 to 2019. The 

County is one of the few 

municipal homes in Eastern 

Ontario to have witnessed this 

trend in the past 5 years.

Provincial funding increased by 

20% during the same period, 

and resident fees increased by 

9%. 

Compensation and benefits, 

which represent 74% of 

expenditures in 2019, 

increased between 2015 and 

2019 by 12%. Compensation 

and benefits has been the 

main driver of budget growth 

for the home.  

Capital spend represented 8% 

of all expenditures in 2019, 

and is above the average of 

municipal homes in Eastern 

Ontario. This trend is 

attributable to the home’s age 

which is the highest among all 

the homes. 

Notes

* Δ = change between 2015-2019

Sources

1- Internal financial statements for the 

years 2015-2019; 2- Capital (2015-2020);  

3- EOWC Response

Financial Analysis1

2019 KPIs

Provincial 

Funding / Bed
49,9401 20% Δ*

Resident Fees / 

Bed
23,2511 9% Δ*

Levy / Bed 41,615,1 -2% Δ*

Capital 

Reserves (2020)
$1.8M3

Anticipated Capital Outlays

• A building condition assessment was completed in 2019 in order to understand and 

project capital requirement. However, a new plan will be required when the home  

undergoes re-development. 

Recent Capital Outlays2

• Exterior repair ($20K, 2020)

• Security system ($30K, 2019)

• Therapeutic tub ($26K, 2019)

• Nurse call system ($275K, 2018)
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Service Profiles

Maple View Lodge– Staffing Analysis
In analyzing the current 

staffing model, the Lodge is 

able to provide residents with 

3.69 hours of direct care per 

day. This represents a gap of 

0.31 hours when compared 

against the Provincial 

benchmark of 4 direct care 

hours per resident per day. 

This calculation includes 

scheduled hours of direct care 

provided by PSWs, RPNs, and 

RNs. 

The Lodge currently employs 

66.40 FTE’s. When analyzing 

based on positions that 

provide direct care, the facility 

employs the following:

1. Personal Support 

Workers – 25.20 FTEs

2. Nurses – 10.60 FTEs

Sources: 

1. 2019 FTE analysis provided by the 

County

2. 2019 total paid hours provided by 

the County.
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Service Profiles

Maple View Lodge - Other Notes
The Lodge has good 

relationships with various 

Colleges and High Schools 

and attracts PSWs, RPNs and 

RNs through these channels. 

The presence of collective 

bargaining agreements has led 

to higher wages for staff, 

thereby reducing turnover and 

making the Lodge an employer 

of choice in the region. 

The home has RNAO best 

practices in-place along with a 

robust KPI reporting structure.

Unlike other homes, Maple 

View Lodge maintains 2 trucks 

and a passenger bus to 

resident transportation. 

Finally, upgrades to capital 

assets such as beds, lifts and 

tubs will be made upon re-

development of the new 

facility. 

Labour and Community Relations

• The Lodge offers on-site experience and preceptorship

programs for students across multiple programs (i.e., PSW, RN,

RPN). The Lodge maintains a strong partnerships with St.

Lawrence College, the Catholic School Board of Eastern Ontario

and Athens High School for PSW programs.

• The facility operates in a unionized environment with two

bargaining agents, OPSEAU and ONA.

• WSIB Status: Schedule 2 – the home incurs the full cost of

accident claims filed by staff. There are no pending WSIB

appeals.

• The Lodge is not an accredited home, however it is an RNAO

Best Practice Spotlight Organization in year 2 of 3.

Technology and Reporting

• The home uses Point Click Care for its electronic health records

system; Time Manager for staff scheduling; Maintenance Care

for maintenance requests; and Austco Tacera for the call bell

system1.

• The home has RNAO Best Practice Guidelines in-place1.

• The home tracks KPIs in 11 different categories through

NQuIRE, for example, transfers to another LTC facility,

admissions to acute care from ER, % of residents who had a

pressure ulcer at stages 2-4 etc1.

• The 11 categories of KPIs include: administration, HR, Risks,

Dietary, Continence, Falls, Infection, Medication, Resident

Outcomes, Restraints, Skin Breakdown, Transfers to Hospital

and Care Reviews Completed1.

• The centre shares back-office resources with the City including

HR, IT, Payroll, Finance and Procurement for capital items1.

Physical Assets

• The home operates with 40 lifts, 2 tubs and 2 shower rooms1.

The lifts were purchased between 2004 and 2015, while the tubs

and tub chairs were purchased between 2005 and 20182.

• The home maintains 2 trucks, purchased in 2001 and 2018

respectively. It also maintains a passenger bus, purchased in

2003, for resident transportation2.

• Regular long stay beds: 60 Class A beds

Ancillary Services 

• The home earns revenues from hairdressing services, land

rentals and donations3.

• The LTCH provides the following services and amenities: 4

Sunrooms, 2 TV rooms, 2 activity, 1 chapel, Private dining room,

2 covered secure patios, Enclosed gazebo, Non-secure patio,

Enclosed porch, and 2 common spaces1.

1- EOWC Reponses

2- Fixed Asset Ledger

3- Internal Financial Statements (2015-2019)
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Service Profiles

United Counties of Leeds and Grenville 
(St. Lawrence Lodge)

County

United Counties of Leeds and 

Grenville

Facility

St. Lawrence Lodge

Service Delivery Model

Municipal

Operating Budget1 ($,000s)

Compensation & 

Benefits
14,772

Operating Costs 2,992

Contracted 

Services
263

Capital 460

Program Support -

Other Expenses 434

Total Costs 18,921

Provincial 

Funding
(10,651)

Resident Fees (5,901)

Other Revenues (100)

Reserve Funding -

Total Revenues (16,562)

Net Levy (2,359)

FTEs 199.98

Overview

The United Counties of Leeds and Grenville owns and operates two

long-term care facilities, Maple View Lodge and St. Lawrence

Lodge. St. Lawrence Lodge is located in Brockville, Ontario and is

the larger of the facilities with a capacity of 224 residents. The

Lodge employs a shared governance with the Counties and is

overseen by a Committee of Management.

The Lodge employs 199.98 FTEs to provide service and support to

its residents. Approximately 71% of FTEs are positions that provide

direct care to residents on a daily basis (i.e., PSWs, RPNs, RNs).

Financial Analysis

St. Lawrence Lodge receives financial support from the City of

Brockville, the Town of Prescott, the Town of Gananoque and the

United Counties, each contributing 61%, 7%, 1% and 31%

respectively. LTC funding from the Province grew faster than the

Counties funding from 2015-2019 (11% vs. (33)%).

In 2019, the Lodge spent 78% of total expenditures on salaries and

wages1. This helps to explain why the home has only a modest gap

between current direct care hours and the 4 hour model of care,

given the number of residents the home supports..

Currently, the facility is looking at plans for re-development, with an

anticipated redevelopment date on or after 2024. The Lodge is

carrying $12.7M in debt as of December 31, 2020, which will be

extinguished in 2024-2025. The Lodge does have a healthy capital

reserve fund of approximately $2.8M.

Staffing Analysis

The Lodge’s staffing model can be broken down as follows:

Fixed and Non-Fixed Asset Analysis

Originally opened in 1970 and modernized in 2006, the St.

Lawrence Lodge provides a banquet of services to its residents.

Capital expenditures were high between 2018 – 2020 in keeping

with the age of the home3. In 2017, the Lodge began a bed

replacement program to replace all beds (224) by 2023 (23 beds

replaced per year). A lift replacement program will commence in

2021, which will see all home lifts replaced by 2023.

Additional key statistics on the facility include the following:

• Class of Home: 224 redeveloped Class D beds

• Annual Capital Spend: ~236K on average (2018-20)3

• Capital Reserve: $2.8M1

1- IFIR SCH40 / 1220 (2015-2019); FIR SCH12 / 1220 (2015-2019)

2- EOWC Responses

3- Tangible Capital Assets
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Service Profiles

St. Lawrence Lodge - Financial Analysis
The County decreased levy 

funding by 33% from 2015 to 

2019, while Provincial funding 

and resident fees increased by 

11% and 16% respectively. 

The Lodge’s 2019 operating 

expenditures includes 4% 

attributed to debt repayment 

costs. The Lodge is carrying 

$12.7M in debt as of 

December 31, 2020, which will 

be extinguished in 2024-2025. 

The Lodge has built a healthy 

capital reserve of $2.8M, which 

will increase financial stability 

during the pending re-

development (2024).

Notes

* Δ = change between 2015-2019

Sources

Audited financial statements for the years 

2015-2019

Financial Analysis1

2019 KPIs

Provincial 

Funding / Bed
$47,5241 11% Δ*

Resident Fees / 

Bed
$24,6881 16% Δ*

Levy / Bed $11,3521 -33% Δ*

Capital 

Reserves (2020)
$2.8M1

Anticipated Capital Outlays

The Lodge will complete the bed replacement program (96 beds) and the home lift 

replacement program (38 lifts) by 2023.  

Recent Capital Outlays

• Bed replacement ($260K, 2018 - 2020)

• Fire System ($63K, 2019)

• Lifts ($23K, 2018)

• Phone System ($29K, 2018)
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Service Profiles

St. Lawrence Lodge - Staffing Analysis
In analyzing the current 

staffing model, the Lodge is 

able to provide residents with 

2.81 hours of direct care per 

day. This represents a gap of 

1.19 hours when compared 

against the Provincial 

benchmark of 4 direct care 

hours per resident per day. 

This calculation includes 

scheduled hours of direct care 

provided by PSWs, RPNs, and 

RNs. 

The Lodge currently employs 

199.98 FTE’s. When analyzing 

based on positions that 

provide direct care, the facility 

employs the following:

1. Personal Support 

Workers – 95.54 FTEs

2. Nurses – 46.64 FTEs

Sources: 

1. 2019 FTE analysis provided by the 

County

2. 2019 total paid hours provided by 

the County.
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St. Lawrence Lodge - Other Notes
The Lodge has a good 

relationship the local college to 

provide student programs and 

practical experience for PSWs, 

RPNs and RNs.

The presence of collective 

bargaining agreements has led 

to higher wages for staff, 

thereby reducing turnover and 

making the Lodge an employer 

of choice in the region. 

The Lodge has RNAO best 

practices in-place along with a 

robust KPI reporting structure.

The Lodge is currently in the 

process of replacing all beds 

and will initiate a lift 

replacement program in 2021. 

Labour and Community Relations

• The Lodge offers clinical experience for PSW and RPN students

as well as RN preceptor students. The Lodge partners with St.

Lawrence College to complete placements for PSWs, RPNs, and

RNs.

• The Lodge contracts out the following positions: Food Manager,

Physio, Human Resource, and Chief Finance Officer.

• The facility operates in a unionized environment with two

bargaining agents, ONA and CUPE.

• WSIB Status: Schedule 2 – the home incurs the full cost of

accident claims filed by staff. There are no pending WSIB

appeals.

• The Lodge is not an accredited home, however the lodge is in

the process of completing CARF.

Technology and Reporting

• The Lodge uses technology such as the Austco nurse call, roam

alert, Connexall, and Ceridan – Dayforce for staff scheduling.

The Lodge also has building automation control (Alerton) for

monitoring of HVAC and other mechanical equipment.

• The Lodge has continuous improvement and quality

improvements including falls prevention, restraint minimization,

music and memories and staff education regarding resident

rights.

• The 11 categories of KPIs include: administration, HR, Risks,

Dietary, Continence, Falls, Infection, Medication, Resident

Outcomes, Restraints, Skin Breakdown, Transfers to Hospital

and Care Reviews Completed1.

• The current waitlist number of the Lodge for all accommodation

is 250.

Physical Assets

• The age of beds is approximately 20 years (currently being

replaced) .

• Tubs are original, service contracts and on-going maintenance

completed as required.

• Lift replacement program beginning in 2021. Will replace 16

original ceiling lifts; 6 original mobile lifts; 8 ARJO lifts; and 8 sit

to stand lifts.

• Classification of beds: 128 new beds, 96 to be replaced

Ancillary Services 

• The LTCH provides the following services and amenities: dining

area in each unit, family dining area, outside gather areas,

hairdresser/barber, banking services, and recreational services.
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Peterborough County
County

Peterborough County

Facility

Fairhaven

Service Delivery Model

Municipal

2019 Operating Actuals1

($,000s)

Compensation & 

Benefits 12,625

Operating Costs 528

Contracted 

Services 470

Program Support 543

Other Expenses 189

Total Costs 14,354

Provincial 

Funding
(9,934)

Resident Fees (2,771)

Other Revenues (447)

Total Revenues (13,152)

Net Levy 1,202

FTEs 192.60

Overview

The Peterborough County owns and operates one long-term care

facility, the Fairhaven home. The Home is located in Peterborough

and has a total capacity of 256 residents. The home is governed by

various councils and committees including the Family Council,

Resident Advisory Council, and Committee of Management.

The home employs 192.60 FTEs to provide service and support to

its residents.

Staffing Analysis

The home’s staffing model can be broken down as follows:

Fixed and Non-Fixed Asset Analysis

Built in 2002, the Fairhaven LTCH provides a banquet of services to

its residents. Notably, the home made more investments in

computer technology compared to other LTCHs in the past 3 years,

e.g. computers and audio/visual equipment. The age of beds and

tubs spans a large range from new to approaching their useful lives.

All lifts were replaced in 2017 and all tubs are scheduled for

replacement in early 20212.

Additional key statistics on the facility include the following:

• Class of Home: 253 new beds

• Annual Capital Spend: ~124K on average (2016-19)3

• Capital Reserve: $02

1- IFIR SCH40 / 1220 (2015-2019); FIR SCH12 / 1220 (2015-2019)

2- EOWC Responses

3- Tangible Capital Assets

Financial Analysis

The County increased levy funding by 16% from 2015 to 2019 for

the Fairhaven LTCH, while Provincial funding and resident fees

increased by 17% and 16% respectively1. Collectively, these gains

are some of the largest among municipal LTCHs in Eastern Ontario.

In 2019, Fairhaven spent 88% of total expenditures on salaries and

wages1 – the largest percent spend among all municipal homes in

Eastern Ontario. This helps to explain why the home has only a

modest gap between current direct care hours and the 4 hour model

of care.

Currently, there are no plans to re-develop the home which is only

18 years of age – the fourth youngest in the EOWC2 – and the home

does not have a capital reserve.
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Peterborough County – Financial Analysis
The County increased levy 

funding by 16% from 2015 to 

2019, while Provincial funding 

and resident fees increased by 

17% and 16% respectively. 

Compensation and benefits 

increased by 21% from 2015 to 

2019, and comprised 88% of 

the budget in 2019 – the 

highest of all municipal LTCHs 

in the EOWC. From 2013 to 

2020, overtime increased 

minimally from 4K to 13K, 

suggesting the home has a 

good staffing model4. 

However, the home still faces 

challenges with back-filling.

In 2019, the home incurred 

$163K for debt repayment, 

approximately 1% of the 

budget. Compared to others, 

Fairhaven is a young home 

with little debt. 

Notes

* Δ = change between 2015-2019

Sources

1- FIR SCH40 / 1220 (2015-2019); FIR 

SCH12 / 1220 (2015-2019); 2- Asset 

Registers; 3- Tangible Capital Assets; 4-

OT Comparison

Financial Analysis1

2019 KPIs

Provincial 

Funding / Bed
$38,8031 17% Δ*

Resident Fees / 

Bed
$10,8231 16% Δ*

Levy / Bed $4,6951 16% Δ*

Capital 

Reserves (2020)
$0

Anticipated Capital Outlays

The home stressed the need for additional funding to cover back-fill, hire additional 

PSWs, and provide more full-time funding for (stability, benefits, pension etc.). 

Recent Capital Outlays3

• Boilers ($117K, 2019)

• Slings ($36K, 2017)

• Computers ($107K, 2018-19)

• Audio/Visual ($23K, 2018)
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Service Profiles

Peterborough County – Staffing Analysis
In analyzing the current 

staffing model, the home is 

able to provide residents with 

3.81 hours of direct care per 

day. This represents a gap of 

0.19 hours when compared 

against the Provincial 

benchmark of 4 direct care 

hours per resident per day. 

This calculation includes 

scheduled hours of direct care 

provided by PSWs, RPNs, and 

RNs. 

The home currently employs 

192.6 FTE’s. When analyzing 

based on positions that 

provide direct care, the facility 

employs the following:

1. Personal Support 

Workers – 118.6 FTEs

2. Nurses – 52.8 FTEs

Sources: 

1. 2018 FTE analysis provided 

by the County

2. 2018 total paid hours 

provided by the County.
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Service Profiles

Peterborough County - Other Notes
Fairhaven has good 

relationships with various 

universities and colleges, and 

benefits from close proximity to 

the GTA relative to other 

homes in the EOWC. 

Nevertheless attracting staff 

remains a challenge. 

The presence of collective 

bargaining agreements has led 

to higher wages for staff, 

thereby reducing turnover and 

making the home an employer 

of choice in the region. 

Fairhaven has a continuous 

improvement program, and 

has made investments in more 

state-of-the-art technologies 

compared to the other homes, 

e.g. biometric hand scanner, 

computers etc. 

All lifts are new, and the home 

will replace all tubs in 2021. 

The home’s meal ticket 

program is a unique offering 

among municipal LTCHs in 

Eastern Ontario. 

Labour and Community Relations

• Fairhaven provides on-site learning experiences to students in

Nursing, Recreation /Therapeutic Recreation, Human

Resources, Social Services Worker, Business, OTA/PTA,

Teaching, Culinary Management, Nutrition Management and

Bible College programs1.

• The home also provides learning opportunities to high-school

students through co-op placements and volunteer opportunities1.

• The facility operates in a unionized environment with CUPE

Local 131 as bargaining agent1.

• Fairhaven is accredited with Accreditation Canada to 20221.

Technology and Reporting

• The home uses a biometric hand scanner with Comvida

scheduling software to track time and attendance; Wander

Guard to identify wandering residents, Point-Click-Care for

charting and monitoring quality indicators; Zoom for virtual

meetings; and Surge Learning for training1.

• The home has continuous improvement and quality

improvements including falls prevention, restraint minimization,

music and memories and staff education regarding resident

rights and Fairhaven core values. The home also collects data

from staffing surveys.

• The home currently monitors KPIs including weight exceptions,

nourishment pass, dining service satisfaction, and worsened

stage 2 to 4 pressure ulcers, among others.

• The home had an average occupancy rate of 98.4% from 2015-

20191.

Physical Assets

• The age of beds ranges from 7 to 18 years2.

• The age of all lifts is 3 years1.

• The home made parking lot upgrades ($25K) in 20192.

• Classification of beds: 253 new beds

Ancillary Services 

• Fairhaven offers a meal ticket program for staff, who can

purchase meals for $4 after resident meal service is complete

(cost recoveries) 1.

• The home also offers catering services to residents and families

for luncheons and gatherings1.

• The home provides the following services to residents: 1

worship centre (chapel), 17 Balconies (2 per home area and 1

worship centre), 2 secure garden areas, 1 great room

(auditorium), 8 activity rooms, 8 TV lounges, 8 residents

computer rooms/libraries, 7 small resident Lounges, 1 café, and

1 respite room1.

1- EOWC Reponses

2- Asset Registers

3- IFIR SCH40 / 1220 (2015-2019); FIR SCH12 / 1220 (2015-2019)
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